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POST-FEMINISM AND THE MODERN DAY BOMBSHELL 
LOGAN ANN LUMM 
ABSTRACT 
 The bombshell figure is nothing new— she has been a historical 
site of feminist discourse, both applauded and vilified for her position 
and influence within celebrity culture. In the post-feminist era in which 
we may now live, the bombshell has been reimagined in reaction to the 
ideologies of the post-feminist movement. She emphasizes the 
problematic aspects of this movement, but also finds agency and power 
within its confines. This study provides two examples of the modern day 
bombshell figure, Sofia Vergara and Angelina Jolie, and explores the 
facets of these women’s brand identity that further women’s 
advancement toward true equality as well as those facets that inhibit 
women’s ability to rise above objectification and limited perspectives of 
equality and feminist success. This study explores the complicated 
relationship between celebrities, their fans, and the societal constructs in 
which they operate, ultimately revealing two women who have updated 
previous models of femininity with an agency and empowered sensibility 
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Introduction: Defining the Bombshell 
The bombshell is first and foremost a model of stardom. Star 
theory has long analyzed different star types based on how they interact, 
alter, or defy societal norms and how these actions affect their fans and 
the entertainment industry. Richard Dyer’s influential book on the topic, 
Stars (1979), named these actions reinforcement, seduction, and 
transcendence. The bombshell has emerged as a seductive force for 
decades, remaining an iconic female figure in Hollywood culture despite 
the growing and changing celebrity landscape. By popular definition, the 
bombshell is a curvaceous, seductive, and glamorous sex symbol 
designed to be specifically appealing to heterosexual men. The term is 
often associated with figures like Marilyn Monroe and the original 
“blonde bombshell,” Jean Harlow, both of whom fit these aesthetic 
parameters. Despite the bombshell’s clearly defined physical features, 
the rest of her branded identity remains enigmatic. For a consistently 
identifiable figure of popular culture, her personality, intentions, and 
effects on audiences are shifting and inconsistent.  The popularity of the 
bombshell persists as she continues her seductive powers of influence in 
contemporary Hollywood, suggesting that the figure may be important to 
more than just the heterosexual male demographic and may function as 




to influence and potentially alter norms of sexuality and beauty, the 
bombshell complicates fan’s experiences of femininity and agency. As we 
supposedly enter into a period of post-feminism that treats previous 
feminist actions as obsolete or rejects feminist discourse altogether, the 
bombshell highlights many problematic aspects of the post-feminist 
ideology while simultaneously offering a reimagined icon of female 
empowerment for the post-feminist generation. 
Star versus Entertainer 
To analyze the importance of the bombshell, one must understand 
the underlying principles of the Hollywood star system and what 
distinguishes the “star” from the entertainer. The first star, known 
initially as “The Biograph Girl” and later by her real name Florence 
Lawrence, emerged during the silent film era. Lawrence had a particular 
draw for audiences, and Ty Burr (2012) speculates on this unique draw 
in his extensive star analysis Gods Like Us: 
It's difficult 100 years on to understand why audiences responded 
so strongly to Florence Lawrence- the cultural context for her style 
of performance is finished, and with it the tools to appreciate her. 
To watch Lawrence—along with most of her peers— is to see a 
female type that was everything to 19th century values and modes 




familiar but a new unknown commodity seen from entirely fresh 
angle. (Burr 14)   
Lawrence the star was born out of a combination of familiarity and 
newness, exemplifying cultural norms of her time while influencing the 
norms of the future. Biograph didn’t initially 
release Lawrence’s name because they 
hadn’t yet realized the persuasive power of 
the actor; their brand revolved around their 
production company and its films. But when 
a hoax story indicated that “The Biograph 
Girl” had died and a follow-up story revealed 
this to be a lie, the audience’s fascination 
grew. After her name and biography were 
revealed in the above article (figure 1), 
audiences were invited to meet her in person 
as proof of the hoax. With this invitation, Lawrence became 
simultaneously tangible and mythical, known and unknown, to her 
audiences. Once Lawrence’s films began drawing larger audiences, 
studios realized that people wanted to feel some kind of kinship or 
connection to the actors beyond what was visible on the screen. The star 
was formed at the intersection of an actor’s public career and private life, 
both aspects feeding off each other and growing more appealing with 





increasing exposure. An actor in a single role only connects to audiences 
from one public identity. The star, however, imbues each performance 
with material from her private life and therefore becomes a broader, more 
relatable figure with the potential to influence the actions of her fans.  
If stardom is such an influential position, one may wonder why 
theater actors had not become larger stars before the advent of cinema. 
The greater fascination with film stars can be attributed to one of 
cinema’s most prominent industrial advancements over theater— the 
close-up. Ty Burr describes the psychology behind our attachment to 
close-ups; “The actor…registered feelings the way you did, in close-up 
and without gesticulating to the back of the balcony. At the same time he 
or she seemed to magnify those emotions and lend them a deeper, more 
forceful permanence. What they felt felt bigger” (Burr 19). When 
audiences were given the ability to see an expressive face filling a screen, 
their emotional connection to the character was amplified. The star was 
“larger-than-life.” Although a close-up image provides more physical 
detail, the film actor more often used this format to simplify their 
presence into something understandable, identifiable, and symbolic. As 
James Naremore describes in Acting in the Cinema (1988), “All 
performing situations employ a physics of movement and gesture that 
makes signs readable; in this sense Nietzsche’s observation that actors 




Viewers felt more attached to actors in cinema, as though a more 
detailed representation of her feelings on screen provided a distilled 
representation of the actor herself and the characters she played. 
 Further, audiences liked to see these feelings manifested on a face 
whose repetition would be pleasing to the eye, so aesthetics became an 
important consideration in the making of a star. According to Grayson 
Cooke (2009), Hollywood’s industrial system revolves around the 
cinematic apparatus of the face. Cooke states, “The face sits at the center 
of a vast apparatus encompassing lights, cameras, spectators, mirrors, 
markets, make-up artists, and white-coated lab-technicians” (94). By 
Cooke’s reasoning, the face’s position at the center of cinematic form and 
the number of technical tools devoted to its capture impose a pressure of 
perfection on filmmakers as well as the actors they are filming. Thus 
began the never-ending quest for the most beautiful actors to help create 
the most beautiful films. The Bombshell was born first from this 
emphasis on the face. Marlene Dietrich popularized the seductive gaze 
which was later repeated by many a bombshell figure. As Naremore 
describes her, “Neither a realist nor a comic, she inhabits a realm where 
visible artifice becomes the sign of authenticity. She also challenges our 
ability to judge her acting skills because her image is unusually 
dependent on a controlled, artful mise-en-scène” (134). Through her 




that, while entirely manufactured by her director Von Sternberg, 
appeared powerfully real and attractive to viewers.  
The Growing Emphasis on Sexuality and the Emergence of the Bombshell 
While stardom was born from 
the appeal of faces like Dietrich’s in 
the Silent Era, the coming of sound 
ushered in new considerations. As 
sound recording techniques became 
more flexible, close-ups could be 
replaced by long shots and actresses 
could be judged by more than just 
their faces. Directors like Busby Berkeley started highlighting the female 
body in their musicals, fetishizing them in a way previously reserved for 
pin-up pictures and Burlesque clubs (Sennett 1981). Suddenly pretty 
faces were only a part of the star package, and titillation became an 
intentional byproduct of the film experience. Further, the voice itself 
became a tool of the successful bombshell. Mae West’s raunchy purr and 
suggestive dialogue increased the sexuality of the bombshell figure 
immensely, providing what could be deemed the upper limit of aggressive 
seduction at her time in history. The shift of focus from faces to full 
bodies and voices was an industrial development, but the reason for the 
growing interest in cinematic sexuality rests in more subtle historical 





shifts in gender dynamics. The fetishized images of female bodies once 
reserved for private viewing became more welcome in the public sphere 
following the successes of glamorous Marlene Dietrich and playful Mae 
West. Despite these earlier rumblings of female sexuality, it wasn’t until 
World War II that the sex symbol reached its mass-produced peak of 
publicity. The war separated husbands and wives for years, leaving 
lonely husbands to pine over suddenly ubiquitous pin-up images. 
Sexuality became a welcome distraction from loneliness and the fear of 
death. Soldiers even painted pin-ups on the nose of bomber planes, 
markedly connecting the pin-up with excess in all its forms - including 
violence - and beginning the trend of idealizing the female frame. 
While their husbands were developing an 
attraction to idealized women, wives were finding 
new purpose in the workforce and emulating a 
different brand of pin-up like Rosie the Riveter. 
Women were finding ways to contribute to the war 
effort, learning to value hard work in the public 
sphere, independence and strength as sources of 
personal empowerment. When their husbands returned after the war, 
women’s identities shifted dramatically. As Stanford Lyman (1987) states 





Film, 1930-1980, “For women to participate as required [in postwar 
society]…they must acquiesce to those revived norms of postwar society 
that relegate them to subordinate roles and second class citizens” (78). 
Women who had begun to define themselves outside the home were 
suddenly forced back in the domestic sphere. Their once relatively 
diverse options diminished, and figures of admiration like Rosie no 
longer applied. From what was then visible in films and magazines, it 
seemed wives were left with two choices of identification— the perfect 
housewife or the pin-up. While the housewife option reminded women of 
the oppressive pressures of domestic perfection, the pin-up appeared 
confident, carefree, and in control. At this same time, Freud’s 
psychosexual theories were gaining popularity and hinted at the pleasure 
women could gain by owning their desirability. As Dyer notes, 
“Desirability is what makes a woman attractive to a man; but in the 
psycho discourse it is also a source of pleasure and satisfaction for the 
woman herself” (28). If desirability was the highest calling for women in 
this repressed stage in their history, then actresses would be smart to 
express their sexuality as a source of value. These walking, talking pin-
ups became known as bombshells—disruptive icons with the same 





The Bombshell Defined 
The bombshell is a symbol of sexual 
desire often targeting heterosexual men. 
While definitions of what is desirable may 
change over time, the bombshell maintains 
her consistent appeal by presenting traits 
that suggest health and fertility. She has the 
quintessential “hourglass figure”— a 
voluptuous chest and wide hips— which implies a biological advantage 
for giving birth and breast-feeding. In wartime, when men’s own 
livelihood and ability to start a family were at risk, they may have been 
biologically drawn to women with potential fertile advantages. These 
women became the idols of the men fighting, perpetuated through the 
repeated prevalence of their most popular pin-up figures.  Therefore, the 
curvaceous physical attributes of the wartime bombshells have remained 
closely tied to the term and its figures. The successful bombshell takes 
these idolized proportions to a heightened state, becoming a figure of 
straight male lust and straight female jealousy, emulation, or disdain. 
The gay gaze was rarely considered a factor in the early bombshell’s 
popularity, but she does indeed hold a camp fascination for gay men and 
likely appeals sexually to lesbians as well. The struggle to extend the 





bombshell’s reach to all men and women continues in the post-feminist 
era, but regardless of the intention, her physical excess contributes to an 
essential trait for all stars— charisma. As Weber defines it in Dyer’s Stars 
(1979),  
“Charisma is… a certain quality of an individual personality by 
virtue of which he is set apart from ordinary men and treated as 
endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or at least superficially 
exceptional qualities” (27).  
The bombshell presents this superhuman attractiveness. Through her 
exceptionality, she attracts a broad variety of fans, brings attention to 
the importance of sexuality in American entertainment culture, and 
imposes the pressures of perfection on women. 
These pressures have often affected 
fans and many stars negatively. Just as the 
star generally oscillates between familiarity 
and newness, the bombshell emulates 
current ideals of beauty while creating new 
standards. Many actresses have failed to 
gain bombshell status because of a lack of newness 
and have instead fallen victim to what Allan Mazur (1986) has called 





Overadaptation, he discusses the many changing trends in the “perfect” 
body type— trends often brought on by figures in popular culture like the 
bombshell— and how these trends become so deeply ingrained in our 
culture that they cause women to “overadapt, sometime to the point of 
incapacitation” (Mazur 281). Mazur calls attention to one specific trend, 
the “bosomania of the 1950s” (Mazur 1986).  Perhaps the most famous 
bombshell, Marilyn Monroe, had the type of curves that likely 
contributed to this bosomania craze. Monroe’s growing popularity led 
studios and producers to pressure many actresses into over-adapting 
their images to mirror her own. This overadaptation turned some women 
into caricatures, highlighting female insecurity rather than strength. The 
Sophia Loren and Jayne Mansfield dinner table photo (Figure 5) shows 
the jealousy and self-doubt such amplified, excessive bodies can create. 
Both actresses in the photo failed to gain the same level of iconic fame as 
Monroe, partially because they were victim to trends rather than self-
aware creators of new trends based on their unique qualities.  
If glamorous actresses were feeling this much pressure in response 
to the bombshell image, the pressure for perfection on female audiences 
was even more dramatic. Unattainable goals of physical perfection 
reinforced in media distract from important goals of independence and 




judged solely by her appearance does not function as a healthy model for 
emulation, other aspects of the bombshell figure provide room for 
positive identifications and representations of female sexuality. To avoid 
reducing the bombshell to being an object of patriarchal consumption, 
this analysis will not focus on the male gaze. Instead, this analysis will 
examine the importance of the bombshell from a heterosexual female 
vantage point so that her potential powers of intention, ownership, and 
influence will be easier to separate from any position she may hold as 
only an objectified sex symbol. 
Defending the Bombshell 
The easiest way to understand the positive influences of the 
bombshell is by examining her predecessor: the pin-up. Dyer suggests 
that the pin-up is famous solely for her aesthetic qualities and that “such 
a model of bodily perfection need be neither a great lover nor a social 
lion. Photogenic perfection is enough” (57). By this definition, the pin-up 
is a passive, stationary image of an idealized woman. By Dyer’s 
interpretation, the pin-up figure has little long-lasting cultural 
significance, and because her work addresses men specifically, she rarely 
has a positive, inspirational effect on women. A model of physical 
perfection alone alienates female fans and causes insecurity through 




alienating large segments of the population who could never attain these 
misguided ideals. The bombshell, however, is a living pin-up, an active 
figure with a voice and choice in how she is represented. From this 
clarified perspective, the bombshell has created new ways for women to 
express themselves and gain power within patriarchal society.  
Buszek’s (2006) account of the pin-up suggests that even in the 
static photographic form, the pin-up has provided new contexts from 
which women can understand their own sexuality and desires— both 
their desires for sex and their desire to be wanted. This in itself can 
potentially provide women a sense of empowerment. Buszek states that 
“While many pin-ups are indeed silly caricatures of women that mean to 
construct their humiliation and passivity as turn-ons, the genre has also 
represented the sexualized women as self-aware, assertive, strong, and 
independent” (2). If a passive photographic pose can project this clearly, 
then the bombshell’s ability to send a similar message is multiplied by 
her active, vocal stance within films and popular culture. In From 
Reverence to Rape, Molly Haskell (1974) outlines the potential power of 
women’s film roles to influence women’s roles in society, stating “Like 
two-way mirrors linking the immediate past with the immediate future, 
women in the movies reflected, perpetuated, and in some respects offered 




bombshells could provide women with potential positions they may not 
have previously considered, if only the bombshell could enact a position 
of agency and power.  Haskell further states,  
These identifications demonstrate the contradictory pleasures 
offered by Hollywood stars, on the one hand reproducing normative 
models of feminine glamour, whilst on the other hand offering 
women fantasies of resistance. For example, some female stars 
represented images of power and confidence. (12) 
Some bombshells have indeed enacted many of these female 
fantasies of resistance in their works. In some roles, the bombshell 
resists misogynistic male suitors, seduces men who further her personal 
desires, or avoid courting and marriage altogether. These examples- 
though few- offered women models of independence and perhaps 
inspired future, more powerful iterations of the bombshell. Furthermore, 
the concept of a female spectator as active viewer and interpreter is in 
itself a refreshing change from the idea that films are created for the 
male gaze and for male viewer’s pleasures only. Laura Mulvey’s article 
“Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” (1973) suggests that films were 
made to be viewed from the male perspective, leaving women the choice 
between assuming a masculine gaze and alienating themselves from the 




theory that followed and presents an impasse for feminist theory. A 
reconsideration of the contradictory aspects of the bombshell as a figure 
for female identification may help lead us out of this impasse.  I will 
argue that the bombshell’s presence in a film simultaneously confirms 
this gaze and subverts it by providing visual pleasure for men and a 
source of empowerment for women.  
The Evolution to a 21st Century Bombshell 
  While the empowerment of women using the bombshell figure may 
sound important now, the path toward such 
empowerment has been an uphill battle fraught 
with misrepresentations. Even before Marilyn 
Monroe, other bombshells problematized the 
quest towards female empowerment. Rita 
Hayworth embodied brazen sexuality, careful 
control over the male gaze, and a mysterious 
beauty in her most popular film Gilda. Hayworth 
was of Spanish descent, originally discovered 
while working as a dancer at a Mexican nightclub. During the 1940s, 
women of color were rarely afforded the chance to be symbols of 
universal appeal, and to avoid the obstacles that her ethnicity may have 
presented, Hayworth changed her name from Margarita Cansino as an 






initial shift away from her Hispanic roots. Early in her career, Hayworth’s 
studio gave her a “makeover” that effectively eliminated any aesthetic 
marker of her Hispanic heritage. Instead, they emphasized her position 
between blackness and whiteness by dyeing her hair red and marketing 
her as someone in-between blonde and brunette (Ovalle 2011).  Studios 
reinforced her “whiteness” in posters that highlighted her red hair and 
porcelain skin. This problematic choice may have seemed like the only 
option at the time, but it limited the ability of Hispanic women to relate 
to any icon of the time. Hayworth’s refusal to acknowledge her heritage 
has found a counterpoint in Sofia Vergara, who has embraced her 
ethnicity as a defining aspect of her personal brand.  Her attitude of 
accepting who she is and demanding acceptance from those around her 
reflects the progressive path of the modern bombshell figure. 
The most famous bombshell, Marilyn Monroe, first began paving 
this path toward progress. Monroe as icon was a well-thought out 
character created and controlled by Norma Jean Baker herself. As Dyer 
explains,  
Monroe appeared at a moment when feminism was at its lowest 
ebb in the twentieth century, and both her career decisions and 
remarks in interviews could be and were read as confirming the 




emphasis on her own purported involvement in the production of 
her sexy image is also an emphasis on the will and desire of the 
person who inhabits and produces the sexy image. (Dyer 36)  
The motivation and agency needed to create a successful, complex 
character, even if she is read as male-serving, makes Monroe a figure of 
agency in an oppressive period. As Buszek notes, bombshells like Monroe 
alternate between reinforcing hegemonic ideals of femininity and 
providing women opportunities for personal agency. These stars become 
outlets for the expression of sexual desire and allow women to define 
their own sexuality and independence. While the Pin-up can provide a 
passive inspiration for women, the bombshell is a living, breathing, 
speaking elaboration of the pin-up figure. She is an active model of a 
woman who understands the oppressive forces around her and finds a 
way to operate within this oppression through self-awareness and 
personal agency. 
As an elaboration of Buszek’s inspection of the pin-up figure, this 
thesis explores the implications of the bombshell in the era of post 
feminism— a time when many women have stopped acting against 
inequality and objectification, therefore creating space for the bombshell 
figure to operate within her contradictory, problematic, but potentially 




examine the careers of Angelina Jolie and Sofia Vergara to determine the 
progressive changes within the bombshell image as well as some areas in 
which the bombshell has struggled or failed to progress.  Often, the 
constraints that have limited their growth mirror the problems associated 
with post-feminist ideology, suggesting that the suspension of feminist 
actions across the United States equally suspended the progress of 
feminism within entertainment. These women have navigated their 
bombshell personas in different ways, shining new light on previously 
ignored segments of the female population and providing new models of 
identification for female fans. Both Vergara and Jolie used the bombshell 
image as an entrance point into a broader career, employing sexual self-
awareness as a tool for further advancement. Their bombshell status is 
only one aspect of their overall personae— perhaps an aspect they hope 
to build on but one that remains permanently connected to their star 
history. Regardless of the label’s longevity for these particular women, 
the longevity of the bombshell as a star category has provided actresses a 
possible launching pad for their fame.  
 With this in mind, this thesis explores post feminism’s relationship 
with the Hollywood entertainment industry and examines the era’s 
ideological assumptions about the status of the fight for women’s rights. 
These women interact in complicated ways with the post-feminist era, 




within Hollywood. But despite their role in a complex, imperfect system, 
these women are worth examination for what they attempt to accomplish 
from within the systems currently at work in their industries and in our 







Chapter 1: Positioning the Bombshell in the Post-Feminist Era 
The bombshell figure has had a shifting role and significance through 
various feminist movements and various iterations, oscillating between 
empowerment and objectification. Even as society has moved into a 
supposedly post-feminist era in the past twenty years, the bombshell 
remains a popular and divisive category of stardom. Despite the lack of a 
cohesive feminist movement in the present day, women continue to seek 
sources of identification in the public realm, particularly in media and 
entertainment. The bombshell takes on a newfound importance in this 
era when feminism is assumed to be unnecessary. When women’s voices 
have lost some potency, the effectiveness of media figures like the 
bombshell seems all the more crucial.  
Yvonne Tasker and Diane Negra (2007) have compiled a thorough 
investigation into the post-feminist era that explores the value and 
purpose of its distinct ideologies, tendencies, and considerations. In the 
introduction of their collection Interrogating Post-Feminism, Tasker and 
Negra define the term as one that “broadly encompasses a set of 
assumptions, widely disseminated within popular media forms, having to 
do with the ‘pastness’ of feminism, whether that supposed pastness is 
merely noted, mourned, or celebrated” (1). By this definition, post-




movement of its own. While there have been movements within the post- 
feminist era, these were often formed to counter the problematic 
assumptions of post-feminist thought. The most all-encompassing 
assumption of the era implies that women have accomplished every goal 
they set out for within previous feminist movements and are finally and 
completely equal to men. When working from this assumption, followers 
only acknowledge “feminism” as a historical artifact or “to emphasize that 
it is no longer needed” (1).   
The “feminism” considered in these assumptions likely refers to the 
recently “retired” second wave, non-radical feminist movement. bell 
hooks delineates second wave and radical feminism in her article 
“Feminism: A Movement to End Sexist Oppression” (2000), describing the 
former as “a reform that would help women attain social equality with 
men of their class [rather] than feminism defined as a radical movement 
that would eradicate domination and transform society” (20). 
Understanding the difference between these two forms of feminism is 
crucial because only the second wave movement’s goals have been 
remotely accomplished to the degree that said movement could be 
considered “no longer needed.” Even the assumption of equality within a 
specific socio-economic class feels far-fetched as articles consistently 




salary between men and women (Equity in Business Leadership, 2014). 
But if women take the highly optimistic and misguided view that women 
had reached social equality to men, they are still ignoring the 
problematic concept of domination. As hooks continues,  
The positive impact of liberal reforms on women’s lives should not 
lead to the assumption that they eradicate systems of domination. 
Nowhere in these demands [for women’s rights detailed during a 
1978 Houston conference] is there an emphasis on eradicating the 
politic of domination, yet it would need to be abolished if any of 
these demands were to be met. The lack of any emphasis on 
domination is consistent with the liberal feminist belief that women 
can achieve equality with men of their class without challenging 
and changing the culture basis of group oppression. (hooks 21) 
This conundrum remains deeply embedded in the post-feminist era, and 
the issue of male domination has been largely ignored through the 
emphasis of small victories in female equality. 
Angela McRobbie (2007) has used the term “feminist success” to 
explain how these small victories have caused some women to assume 
that the feminist movement has completed its purpose (30). In Post-




As feminist values are indeed taken on board within a range of 
institutions, including law, education, to an extent medicine, and 
likewise employment and the media, high-profile or newsworthy 
achievements of women and girls in these sectors show the 
institutions to be modern and abreast with social change. This is 
the context, then, within which feminism is acknowledged, and 
this is what I mean by feminism taken into account. Feminist 
success has, so far, only been described sporadically. (McRobbie 
30) 
Our optimistic media culture has a tendency to celebrate these sporadic 
moments of justice for women as though they were evidence of broader 
social progress. Post-feminist thought relies on these uncorrelated data 
points to tell a story of equality accomplished, in turn ignoring the many 
women for whom equality remains a distant hope.  
Even within the non-radical feminist definition hooks mentions, the 
problem of class differences remains unanswered. Equality may have 
been more successfully approached within upper class or white 
dominated communities, but may not have been as fully realized in 
minority communities. In fact, the very goal of equality may not have 
been desirable within these communities. As hooks states, “Women in 




would not have defined women’s liberation as women gaining social 
equality with men, since they are continually reminded in their everyday 
lives that all women do not share a common social status” (19). 
Unfortunately, women on the “successful” side of the equality debate 
rarely acknowledge these minority concerns, alienating women of other 
races, classes, and sexualities and perpetuating a false assumption of 
universal success and equality. 
While the pervasive assumption that women are “done” gaining 
equality is troublesome in itself, it points to a much larger issue within 
the post-feminist era— the prevalent desire to disparage previous 
feminist movements as unimportant, unnecessary, unproductive, or 
easily forgettable. As Tasker and Negra argue,  
“…post-feminism suggests that it is the very success of feminism 
that produces its irrelevance in and for contemporary culture” (8). 
The paradox of acknowledging feminism as successful and denouncing 
feminist actions and beliefs as irrelevant clarifies the idea that post-
feminism is not a movement with a defined direction in and of itself. 
Instead, it is a period of scattered, inconsistent individualism in which 
women choose the path that most suits their personal needs without 
considering how these choices may affect other women. Post-feminists 




along the spectrum of class and privilege.  They gauge the success of 
feminism as a whole on their self-identified feminist successes, thereby 
ignoring the oppression that still exists for many women. Again, the most 
successful women are likely the strongest voices in the media. These 
voices celebrate the “doneness” of feminism in a way that insinuates still 
active feminists are “behind the times.” 
Even some women who choose to embrace select aspects of a 
contemporary feminism have developed a fear of the word “feminist.” 
There has been a growing prevalence of young women using phrases like 
“I’m not a feminist, but” (Hall and Rodriguez 2003, 880), supporting and 
perpetuating a negative connotation of the word “feminist.” These young 
women likely associate the term with stereotypes of radical, man-hating 
feminists. As Hall and Rodriguez point out in their study The Myth of 
Post-feminism (2003), “Any survey of media’s coverage of contemporary 
feminism over four decades reveals a persistent pattern of negative 
portrayals: women’s lib, man hater, bra burner, unfeminine, lesbian 
and/or sexually deviant, feminazi, and whining victims” (880). These 
portrayals create judgment and hostility among women instead of 
promoting a unified front. By vilifying the term, the post-feminist ideology 
implies that feminism is not needed and was perhaps never needed. 




Within these denunciations of feminism, there runs a consistent 
thread of concern as to whether feminism’s ideologies are constraining 
for women. Many young women have stated that feminism makes them 
feel their lifestyle choices are limited to only roles that don’t submit to 
patriarchal structures (Hall and Rodriguez 2003, 884). Some feminists 
have indeed suggested that women should live in a world completely 
separate from the patriarchal system (hooks 28). Women who may have 
chosen to be housewives dependent on their husband’s income or who 
otherwise operated within the patriarchy were instilled with a fear that 
their lifestyle choices could be deemed regressive. In her discussion of 
these counter-cultural attempts to create women-centered communities, 
hooks describes the feelings of these type of women, stating,  
Despite sexist discrimination, exploitation, or oppression, many 
women feel their lives as they live them are important and 
valuable…Feeling their life experiences devalued, deemed solely 
negative and worthless, many women responded by vehemently 
attacking feminism. (29)  
Under these pressures, it becomes clear why some women would 
embrace post-feminism and its emphasis on individualism in order to 
combat feelings of guilt for not being radical enough. This is just one 




feminism and contributed to the shift away from collective progress. 
Many who still believe there is work to be done towards true equality are 
then left to fight their own fight. Without a base of support and with 
many women stating that there is no need left for a movement, the 
politically concerted quest for equality grows ever more challenging.  
If we trace the post- feminist line of thinking suggested above, we can 
parse out some reasons post-feminism may have redeeming qualities for 
some women. The decision to find solutions to patriarchal oppression on 
an individualist level allows women to take on many roles previously 
deemed as serving patriarchy. The bombshell herself could be viewed as 
serving the patriarchal system by purposefully subjecting herself to the 
male gaze, and the individualist perspective allows the new iteration of 
the bombshell to choose to sexualize her image as a source of limited 
individual empowerment. What sets the successful bombshell apart, 
however, is her ability to go beyond the service of patriarchy by using her 
femininity and sexuality as a launching pad for larger opportunities. By 
being aware of her own appeal to men, she can leverage her looks to gain 
success and use her success to gain positions of power or leadership. 
She seems then to exemplify the personal choice of “playing the game” 
with awareness of how to use the rules for personal and potentially 




bombshells provide opportunities to other women through their 
leadership. This type of role model could indeed have a community-
building, empowering effect for some women. What comes into question, 
however, is whether these role models are presenting options that are 
available to all women or if they are coming from a place of unrecognized 
or unacknowledged privilege. Are the problems really solved, or are the 
roles models in celebrity culture presenting a skewed version of what all 
women are capable of being? Must women fit specific molds of beauty, 
class, or intelligence to receive equal opportunities?  
One group thoroughly excluded from the post-feminist conversation is 
lesbians. The standard version of the post-feminist success story paints a 
happily married woman in a hetero-normative family working in 
whatever role she chooses but still a mother and caregiver first and 
foremost. Lesbians are not considered in this oft-discussed family 
dynamic, which ignores alternative family structures in favor of 
simplistic family models. Ignoring this segment of the population is also 
troublesome when examining what the bombshell figure means to female 
audiences. Because the bombshell is carefully constructed to appeal to 
heterosexual men, her ability to empower homosexual women is limited. 




for straight white women, lesbians remain a group left out of the “we” in 
post-feminist assumptions that “we are doing just fine.”  
The exclusion of the lesbian voice in post-feminist discourse becomes 
increasingly problematic when noting that homosexual men have 
benefited more strongly from the post- feminist era than homosexual 
women. Gay men have entered in to the post-feminist consumerist field, 
participating in the “makeover ideology” of buying products to create a 
happier life. Often through this participation, they are feminized and 
categorized with upper class straight women.  As Steven Cohan observes 
in his article Queer Eye for the Straight Guise, (2007), 
…in addressing the woman now seemingly liberated by feminism, 
consumer culture and the mass media have transformed the 
visible gay male into what Baz Dreisinger aptly describes as ‘the 
trendy accessory for straight women,’ namely, the “postfeminist” 
female’s best friend. (182) 
 This suggests that the post-feminist woman has a gay male best friend 
who aids her in the participation in consumer culture. This objectifies 
the gay male as an “accessory” to augment post-feminist happiness, but 




As the above examples make clear, the post-feminist vision functions 
from a narrow assumption of the female experience. As Tasker and Negra 
point out, post-feminism operates with a “characteristic assumption that 
the themes, pleasures, values, and lifestyles with which it is associated 
are somehow universally shared and, perhaps more significant, 
universally accessible” (8). This assumption leaves out the 
aforementioned lesbian perspective and women from lower-class 
communities and minority populations. bell hooks states;  
Most people in the United States think of feminism…as a 
movement that aims to make women the social equals of men... 
Implicit in this simplistic definition of women's liberation is a 
dismissal of race and class as factors that, in conjunction with 
sexism, determine the extent to which an individual will be 
discriminated against, exploited, or oppressed. Bourgeois white 
women interested in women's rights issues have been satisfied 
with simple definitions for obvious reasons. Rhetorically placing 
themselves in the same social category as oppressed women, they 
are not anxious to call attention to race and class privilege. (hooks 
18-19) 
From the perspective of these “bourgeois white women,” equality may 




struggle not only against persistent patriarchal structures, but now 
against post-feminist supporters eager to ignore any sign of unmet 
feminist goals. 
The particular concern of unacknowledged 
race differences in the quest for equality has led 
to a “whitewashing” of racially diverse role 
models.  In her article What’s Your Flava? (2007), 
Sarah Banet- Weiser examines the implications of 
Mattel’s 2003 doll line, Flavas. These dolls were 
manufactured to have “ambiguous ethnic identities—with ‘neutral’ skin 
color and vague facial features, the dolls could easily be Latina, African 
American, Asian, or white” (201). The concept of this doll is troubling for 
many reasons. First, the doll attempts to unify all races, despite their 
potential differences, through one figure. This creates a non-existent race 
that little girls will view (as is often the case with  “Barbie”- type dolls) as 
representative of the perfect woman. While it is refreshing to see dolls in 
any race other than white, combining all races into a homogenous blend 
only alienates young girls further. The Flava doll exacerbates concerns of 
unattainable representations of beauty in dolls, particularly when the 
features they represent belong only to very specific (and potentially 





to the lack of diversity in celebrity role models. Many of the most 
successful women of color in Hollywood are idealized because they are 
similarly “neutral” or “ambiguous” with lighter skin or less pronounced 
ethnic features. This suggests that to succeed as a woman of color in the 
post-feminist landscape, you must be as close to white or as broad-
reaching in your diversity as possible— a concern that Sofia Vergara 
navigates in her career. These dolls do little to promote pride in one’s 
identity, and instead ignore the variety of identities unrepresented in 
post-feminist culture.  The lack of representation in doll form is only one 
narrow example of the broader lack of acknowledgment of minority 
groups within the supposedly inclusive post-feminist era. This kind of 
exclusion contributes to lack of minority support within the movement 
and to what Hall and Rodriguez label “pockets of antifeminism” which 
have sprouted up among women in racial minorities (882).  
The Flava doll also highlights another concern of post-feminist 
scholars and another reason for creating neutral images of races— Mattel 
wants to sell their product to the largest consumer base possible with 
little concern for the consumer’s personal identity. Consumers rarely 
market to minorities—just as the media rarely speaks through, to, or for 
minorities—because they are not the largest demographic available. As 




they don’t have the same buying power as the white majority. Rather 
than creating multiple versions of the dolls to accurately depict 
variations in race and skin tone, Mattel is attempting to blanket all 
minorities and get everyone to buy their one product. The consumerist 
goals underlying this choice are closely tied to post-feminism as a whole. 
Tasker and Negra look closely at the overemphasis on consumer culture 
as the way for post-feminist women to find happiness and equality. 
Images of successful women are already based on levels of privilege not 
available to all women. Along the lines of class differences, differences in 
the ability to buy “life-improving products” are correlated to a woman’s 
ability to live happily. The relationship between empowerment and 
consumerism runs deep.  
Often female celebrities promote products as a source of income 
outside their TV or film work. By creating or representing beauty and 
clothing brands, these celebrities suggest that buying the products 
featured will bring you one step closer to looking like your favorite 
celebrity. Buying products with these aspirations in mind requires a 
certain degree of discretionary income. Finding a celebrity who hasn’t 
“sold out” in this way is rare, and companies continue to successfully 
perpetuate the delusion that celebrity beauty is store-bought— a 




advertising. Female celebrities who take on promotional roles are often 
known for features that their products supposedly create or amplify, and 
their personal brand likely interacts closely with the item in question. 
Since the bombshell has exaggerated aesthetic traits, it makes sense that 
she would be hired to exaggerate the effects of the products for sale.  
The two bombshells I will examine do in fact promote multiple 
products that leverage their appearances and appeal to specific 
constituents of their brand identities. Angelina Jolie’s brand reaches a 
different class group than Sofia Vergara’s based on the forms their 
celebrity images have taken on and the acting projects they are closely 
associated with. Jolie promotes St. John apparel- a very expensive label 
aimed at women in the yacht-lounging leisure class that closely follows 
A-list stars like Jolie, while Vergara designs and models a Kmart 
Collection- a more approachable brand that markets to a working class 
demographic who likely has more access to Vergara’s broadcast TV 
program. The details behind these differences will be explored later, but 
in both cases the underlying emphasis on consumerism in their post-
feminist identities remains. 
Post-feminist ideology assumes women have the resources to 




used to increase these consumerist desires. As Tasker and Negra make 
clear, 
Assuming full economic freedom for women, postfeminist culture 
also (even insistently) enacts the possibility that women might 
choose to retreat from the public world of work. Postfeminist 
fictions frequently set aside both evident economic disparities and 
the fact that the majority of women approach paid labor as an 
economic necessity rather than a choice. (2)  
This is a troubling assumption that alienates lower income women and 
increases advertisers’ interest in targeting women with manipulative 
images. Women are bombarded with advertisements featuring carefully 
controlled models of perfection, making the draw of consumerism 
difficult to ignore. Angela McRobbie’s study, Young Women and Consumer 
Culture (2008) considers this repetitive bombardment of images from an 
Althusserian perspective, stating,  
The emphasis on the sameness of these forms, with their concerns 
formulaically repeated on a weekly basis; the constant focus on 
femininity as requiring the regular consumption of products for 
fear of repudiation by others…show the impact of Althusser’s 




By this logic, the constant reinforcement of idealized standards forces 
women to become addictive consumers. This idea reinforces the power of 
the pin-up form with the coming of the industrial revolution. The 
repetition of images of beautiful women through the newly created 
printing press turned these women into ideological standards, creating 
an obsessively desired “norm” out of what would have been better 
understood as an outlier. Buying one’s way to equality and happiness 
has become a treacherous form of self-soothing, even for the wealthy 
women who can afford to be targeted by these campaigns. These brands 
distract women from political consciousness or intellectual pursuits. In 
the post-feminist world, “bra burning” is replaced with “bra-buying,” and 
stores like Victoria’s Secret appropriate the bombshell image for their 
fully consumerist purposes while ignoring the oppressive forces of their 
advertising methods. 
While I’ve outlined the extremely problematic exclusions from post-
feminist considerations, even those who fit within the narrow parameters 
face complexities. From the post-feminist assumption that women have 
gained equality, men could find it unnecessary to provide additional 
rights, services, or awareness for women. The dismissal of women’s 
additional rights remains commonplace and difficult to overcome when 




inability for many women to get their opinions brought up in influential 
circles (Lawless and Fox, 2012).  Because of the misconception that 
women are “done” seeking equality, certain allowances that women may 
still need to request go unacknowledged and are viewed by some as a 
form of privilege or bias that, if we are truly post-feminist, would not 
exist. While these potential needs are readily ignored under the pretext of 
“equality,” the essentialist differences between men and women are still 
reinforced and used in debates that keep women from accomplishing the 
same successes as their male counterparts. These generalized differences 
quite likely account for the continuing prevalence of the glass ceiling. 
According to a 2013 study by the Equity in Business Leadership Center, 
women of equal experience and education still make 76 cents on the 
dollar for what men make (1).  If we are truly in an era of post-feminism, 
this should not be the case. Women should be paid equally, and the fact 
that they’re not suggests an unspoken bias still existing in the 
workplace.   
The negative assumptions of women’s limitations are unfortunately 
not balanced by real biological considerations that should be taken into 
account. Sheryl Sandberg of Facebook has, in her 2011 book Lean In, 
fought for more rights for women workers, including more lenient and 




of paternity leave as well (Sandberg 2011). Her theories suggest that we 
should not view this as an era of post-feminism, because within the era, 
the term “equality” has often wrongly been equated with “similarity.” 
Women should, by this mistaken definition of equality, not need any 
rights or considerations not also extended to men. As Judith Evans 
states in Feminist Theory Today (1995), “…to treat people equally, it is 
not necessary to treat them in exactly the same way. To treat people as 
equals may require that they not be treated the same way” (4). The 
modern day bombshell exemplifies this complex perspective, being 
clearly and confidently feminine in her appearance and actions while 
attempting to gain power from within her gender rather than emulating 
men to succeed. Sadly, embracing femininity in a “man’s world” is still a 
loaded concept— one that the post-feminist bombshell struggles to do 
effectively without becoming simply a figure objectification.  
Another high-powered and high-profile woman, Yahoo CEO Marissa 
Mayer, has taken a more firmly post-feminist stance in her interviews 
and writing. Mayer controversially claimed to have taken less than two 
weeks for maternity leave after the birth of her first child (Yahoo 2011).  
Her actions suggest that women can be just like men and don’t need to 
be given special treatment in the workplace. Her views would be more 




equally to men. Instead, she comes from the distinct place of privileged 
access to childcare and medical resources which narrowly define who 
can become a successful post-feminist woman. She could allow herself 
only two weeks maternity leave because she had an in-office nursery 
built one room away from her main office. This is not a luxury many 
women can afford, and it leads women to deal with one other larger 
concern of the post-feminist era- the pressure on women to have to 
choose a career or a family— a choice few men have ever felt the pressure 
to make. The bombshell figure similarly struggles with the balance 
between her acting career and her desires for a family. Both Vergara and 
Jolie have children of their own, but the position their motherhood takes 
in their brand is often contradictory and complex. This complexity is 
inherent in the bombshell image- she possesses a figure that implies 
fertility and yet represents an independent, non-maternal form of 
sexuality suitable for male fantasy. 
Clearly the fight for equality and personal identity is not over for 
women, and we need to find ways to expand opportunities to women of 
all classes, races, and sexualities by altering the post-feminist 
environment to be more open to activism. Further, we need to find ways 
to allow women to find their own individual identities, find confidence in 




women towards the greater good of the gender. With so many needs still 
left unmet, women need constructive role models to guide them towards 
these goals. The question remains, however, whether these role models 
should have attainable, relatable traits or should personify the highest 
peaks of success (which may or may not be possible without inherent 
advantages). The new, post-feminist bombshell figure faces this daunting 
challenge. Can she provide women with the confidence or tools to 
effectively harness their feminine power?  The figure is wrought with 
contradictions that make this challenge worthy of analysis. She initially 
finds fame through her appearance and sexuality, but must use these 
gifts to exemplify what a strong woman can be in today’s society— no 
matter her race, ethnicity, or class.  The post-feminist bombshell must 
combine the sex appeal of the earlier bombshells and pin-ups with the 
awareness of the strengths and weaknesses this appeal gives her and 
has given women throughout feminist history.  
Ideally, these women know the power of their attributes and can 
harness them to fit their own definition of success, but must also tread 
the fine line between self-awareness and objectification. A woman’s active 
choice to present her body as a sexual object subverts previous 
assumptions of the sexualized women and can be interpreted as 




objectification. Angela McRobbie (2007) sees this increasing prevalence of 
sexuality disguised as power in late 90s advertisements, using the 1997 
Claudia Schiffer Citroen striptease ad as an example. She says “it now 
seems that there is no exploitation here; there is nothing remotely naïve 
about this striptease. She seems to be doing it out of choice and for her 
own enjoyment” (33). Part of the problem here is that Claudia Schiffer is 
a well-known supermodel who has clearly used her looks to create a 
lucrative career. The idea of a personal definition of success is at the 
foundation of the individualized post-feminist concept, which is here tied 
to the post-feminist idea that just because these women are allowing 
themselves to be looked at does not mean they are giving up their 
agency. Unfortunately, class still plays a part in this example. If she were 
not a famous, upper class, white model, she may have easily been 
equated with a stripper. Despite some post-feminist arguments that any 
active choice of career is liberating, many still worry that the stripper is 
reversing feminist advancements through her voluntary objectification. 
The bombshell encounters a similar dilemma in her portrayal of 
sexuality, walking the fine, blurred line between sexual subject and 
sexual object. 
The successful post-feminist bombshell solves this problem by 




previous versions of the bombshell, she proudly displays other attributes 
alongside her aesthetic appearance. Sofia Vergara and Angelina Jolie 
both gained fame initially for their looks, but have since taken their 
careers along different trajectories that emphasize intelligence, creativity, 
generosity, and bravery. Perhaps there is something within these 
women’s brands that can help to solve the problems that exist within the 
post-feminist era, and it is this hopeful vision that I aspire to pursue in 
my analysis. Still, each of these women has also exemplified the 
problems outlined above through various stages of their careers. These 
bombshells raise important questions about women’s ability to find fame 
without relying on their appearance and celebrity women’s ability to 
represent women in fair, identifiable, and inclusive ways.  Further, the 
bombshell figure highlights the struggles within post-feminist thought 
surrounding equality, individualism, consumerism and class differences. 
By the end of this study, I hope to be a step closer to understanding 








Chapter 2: Sofia Vergara: The Latin American Bombshell 
Actress, model, and producer Sofia Vergara presents a timely and 
fascinating example of the post-feminist bombshell figure. Born in 
Barranquilla, Colombia, Vergara was married at 18 and had her first and 
only child at 19. She studied pre-dentistry in college until dropping out 
three weeks before graduation to focus on a growing modelling career. 
Her work in Colombia was somewhat successful, but she made the move 
to Miami at 22 to pursue modelling in a more aggressive and financially 
fruitful environment. She has since built up a personal empire, moving 
from model to television host to commercial star to her most famous role 
as a lead on Modern Family (ABC, 2009). All the while, Vergara was 
working behind the scenes to grow a production company that fosters 
Latin American talent. This past year, Vergara began producing her own 
television series, Killer Women (ABC, 2014). As of a 2012 survey, Vergara 
is the highest paid woman on television (Forbes 2012).  
Vergara has taken decades to gain this immense success. The 
skills Vergara has leveraged consistently since the beginning of her 
career closely mirror those of earlier bombshells. Like her predecessors, 
Vergara has a curvaceous frame, confident sensuality, and self-
awareness about her body. She has constructed an image of long hair, 
figure-hugging outfits, bold jewelry, and high heels, highlighting the 




carefully controlling her body and how much of it she reveals, she 
presents a balanced yet sexually-charged figure that feels prideful rather 
than objectified. Vergara has found a complex way of utilizing the 
conventions of the bombshell by carefully navigating her career and fame 
within the post-feminist era. Despite the many advantages and 
disadvantages women face within the era, Vergara has created a 
producing career based on more than her appearance while still 
maintaining the appearance-centric brand that initially brought her 
fame. Even as Vergara's success grows, she exemplifies many problems 
within the post-feminist era which have likely limited her career, 
exacerbated stereotypes, and complicated progress for Hispanic women 
and modern-day bombshells in the entertainment industry.  
 Sofia Vergara has always possessed a love of the spotlight and a 
gift for showmanship. In today’s hyper-publicized celebrity culture, the 
star has the ability to release her material to fans through social network 
sites. Vergara is an active and popular contributor to Twitter and 
Tumblr, and an examination of her online portrayal clarifies how Vergara 
wants her fans to perceive her. On her Twitter, Vergara has posted many 
pictures of her early work in the modeling industry. Celebrities often post 
photos from their early days under the guise of exposing their 
embarrassing past or motivating their followers with the idea that every 




embarrassing and instead prove that her marketable gifts were natural. 
This doesn't motivate fans toward emulation, but does enforce the 
message that Vergara strongly represents. Her early work shows a 
naturally curvaceous woman in the process of learning how to embrace 
what she was born with and present her body successfully. Vergara’s 
acting and endorsements further reinforce the idea that she is confident 
in her natural body.  Still, in her early work, she too struggled to not be 
objectified. The below shots teeter precariously on the line between 
pornographic and pin-up— a fine line that many bombshell figures have 







One image (figure 8) shows Vergara is positioned in a sexually 
suggestive yet submissive pose. She looks stiff and uncomfortable as if 
she had not expected to be put in such a position and may have felt 
exploited. The pose leaves the model vulnerable from any angle. The look 
of discomfort and reluctance on her face further exacerbates the sense of 
vulnerability. The picture shows a large percentage of Vergara’s skin and 




cleavage, but only displays small hints of the swimsuit’s shape and 
material. This image doesn’t appear to be selling the bathing suit as 
much as selling the woman inside it— a misrepresentation that is 
common in advertising.  The message is not about what you’re buying, 
but what kind of person you become by buying within a brand.  The 
choice to outfit Vergara in an American Flag swimsuit suggests the 
Americanizing of the young Colombian soon after her move to Miami. 
Through the swimsuit and light skin and blonde hair, it is clear that she 
has already been “white-washed” in her clothing and appearance. The 
image does little to express her identity as a Hispanic woman, but 
instead likens her to a California beach girl in line with the tan, blonde, 
and buxom aesthetic. She initially took on these traits of the classical 
bombshell figure by appropriating her uniqueness, mimicking pre-
existing models of beauty, and eliminating some of the markers of her 
ethnicity to become a stereotypical figure of lust and admiration. 
Figure 9 shows Vergara in a more aggressively sexual position, 
exposing her from the opposite angle. Here, her face suggests more 
ownership and pride in her body, albeit through a “come-hither” gaze 
and pose that again borders on pornographic. Perhaps the difference lies 
in the purpose of the photographs from Vergara’s perspective.  While 
figure 8 does little to set Vergara apart from other models, figure 9 




layout, positioned close to her face to reinforce the connection. Figure 8 
leaves the model anonymous, standardized, and static. Figure 9 gives her 
a name, an emphasized (though fetishized) feature that prominently sets 
her apart from other models, and a sense of motion or action. Of course, 
one could also interpret this image to be highly sexualized with Vergara 
taking on a submissive stance. She is holding onto a bar as if trapped 
within the frame, steadying herself for possible penetration, and turning 
around as if she may have been caught off guard by the camera's 
invasion into the very intimate moment in which she is constructed. Any 
possible motion she may be able to make would be toward the 
photographer and therefore toward the viewer. She is limited in her 
ability to escape the frame and appears equally limited in her ability to 
choose how she was represented in these early days of her career. 
Figure 9 also graphically highlights her backside, and this sort of 
“backwards gaze” is most commonly associated with black hip hop 
culture (Durham 2012). This image provides a marker of her ethnicity. 
As Durham describes it in her article “Check On It,” “This gaze frames 
the backside as an erogenous zone of racial difference complementing the 
breasts as a signifier of gender difference for Black women” (38). While 
Vergara is not coded as a Black woman in this image, she is being 
positioned between whiteness and blackness with her exotic, ethnic body 




example of this “in-betweenness.” Her backside receives a similar level of 
fetishisization and through her similar combination of Hispanic and 
Caucasian features, she can likely identify with the treatment of 
Vergara’s own heritage in her images. As Durham states;  
Sensational media coverage concerning the booty…place the 
Puerto Rican superstar within the African diaspora to suggest the 
Latinidad that Lopez performs mediates the Black–White binary 
because her booty works to anchor her African ancestry while 
other physical markers closely aligned with whiteness (e.g., 
complexion) convey a normative beauty that elides blackness. (37) 
The specific appeal of Vergara’s Bombshell body likely relies on a similar 
balance between the Black-White binary. Ovalle’s analysis of Rita 
Hayworth also clarifies the appeal these bodies may have:  
Racial mobility enabled Hayworth to occupy a kind of whiteness 
that afforded a mainstream career, yet the dangerous, sexual 
undertones of her appeal— strong star qualities, no matter how 
you cut or color them—depended on the routine mention of her 
history as a Spanish dancer, reifying an ever-present and 
underlying level of her exotic Otherness while evoking the myth of 
the Hollywood Latina.  (99) 
The rightmost image of Vergara above represents her ability to enter the 




reminding viewers of her Latin-American heritage through the fetishized 
framing of her racially marked backside. The carefully constructed 
archetype of Hispanic sexuality Vergara represents in this picture was a 
step toward the brand she now enforces, but in this image she exhibits 
little control. It limits her to a pornographic state of objectification from 
which little personal power could be gained. 
Any suggestions about Vergara’s lack of control in these photos 
must be noted as only subjective analysis. Like many models early in 
their career, Vergara was susceptible to acts of objectification in the 
process of creating a name for herself. Historically, many bombshell 
figures took photos early in their careers that they were not proud of 
once they reached fame. In moments of naiveté or desperation, the 
bombshell’s sexually-charged figure can be easily exploited, and the 
degree to which the bombshell can control or avoid this exploitation 
closely corresponds to the degree of overall agency these bombshells 
represent. Marilyn Monroe regretted her famous turn as Playboy’s first 
cover girl and centerfold later in her career. She publicly stated that she 
took the job during a desperate and financially troubling phase in her 
life. Based on her “half-hearted” signature on the contract, it is clear 
Monroe was not enthusiastic to be put in such a compromising position 




To apply the same logic to Vergara’s early career becomes 
problematic, however, when we take into account Vergara’s choice to re-
release the images. By choosing to publicize these photos many years 
later on a broad-reaching platform like Twitter suggests Vergara’s pride 
in her early days of modeling, or at the very least, a pride in the features 
prominently represented in these photos. 
Further, she recently re-enacted some of these 
earlier shots with before and after 
comparisons, blatantly trying to prove that she 
is just as hot at 40 as she was at 22. The 
comparison between figure 10 and the earlier 
“backward gazing” image is hard to miss. Perhaps the most telling aspect 
of her choice to reenact the photo in the context is that the bars limiting 
her before have been replaced with her boyfriend. This might imply that 
she has found someone to move her life towards, rather than being 
trapped by her photographer as an object without agency. Still, Vergara’s 
continued emphasis on her appearance suggests a combination of body 
confidence, insecurity about aging, and a desire to consistently reinforce 
her bombshell brand.  
Race and the rising Hispanic population in the US 
Vergara got her start in Colombia and then moved to Miami, likely 
realizing that while her looks are appreciated in any cultural 





surrounding, she was a more exotic figure in the United States. Shortly 
after the two above images were taken, Vergara began coloring her 
naturally blonde hair darker to reinforce her Latin American features, 
avoiding the “white washing” of her earlier work and setting her apart 
from competition. These were the first steps toward developing a unique 
brand instead of falling into the stereotypes that her body could easily fit 
into. In the US, her Colombian status gave her a hint of exoticism which 
she still emphasizes and employs in her role on Modern Family. So even 
after her move from Latin America, Vergara’s cultural background 
became essential to her career identity. Where many (like the 
aforementioned Rita Hayworth) attempted to disguise their “otherness” to 
blend into Hollywood, Vergara opted to exaggerate her ethnicity as a 
distinct part of her brand.  
She appeared to make moves toward establishing the importance 
of her culture to her brand through her early television work. Vergara 
became a star on Univision as the host of the program Fuera De Serie 
(Univision, 1995–1998). On the show, she travelled to exotic locations, 
pulled pranks on citizens in the area, and performed attention-grabbing 
tricks like stripping in inappropriate places. This role showed a playful 
side of Vergara that she continues to express in Modern Family, but also 
shows the limited scope of what Vergara was presumed capable of. 




(Image 4). This could either suggest that the creators of the show hoped 
to emphasize her as a sexual object only, or could suggest that she had 
already found ways to utilize her body in conjunction with her broader 
appeals, like her playful personality and willingness to make a fool of 
herself. She likely opted to expose her body so fully at this juncture in 
her career for both reasons— to gain a following for her appearance and 
to prove that her appearance alone does not define her. Her three-year 
stint with the Univision Network broadened her reach to Spanish-
speaking populations across the United 
States.  
Through this program, she became a 
recognizable Hispanic icon and began 
working as the spokeswoman in Spanish 
language ads for hair care company, Alert. 
However, when separated from speaking 
roles, Vergara’s image was still being utilized 
for its mass appeal and idealized “whiteness” 
rather than highlighting her Hispanic roots. This image shows an ad 
from the company. The ad describes the importance of avoiding split 
ends in her work as a model. The Spanish- language ad directly targets 
the Hispanic community, but her image shows no marker of her 





to her community, but instead highlight her features that are devoid of 
cultural associations or pride. Neutrality reigns supreme in Vergara’s 
early career, likely to keep her reach as broad as possible as she slowly 
ascended toward fame. This problem of demographic reach and unique, 
identifiable branding was earlier addressed in relation to the Flava dolls. 
Fortunately, as Vergara began acting, she realized the importance of 
emphasizing her identity as a way to set her apart and allow other Latin 
American women a source of identification and a figure of representation 
in an otherwise white Hollywood culture. 
Even before her acting career grew, Vergara remained connected to 
her community. In 1996, soon after moving to Miami, Vergara became a 
cofounder of Latin World Entertainment, a production and distribution 
company focusing on Hispanic programming and films as well as a talent 
agency representing Hispanic talent in the US, Mexico, and South 
America. Though the company began before the rising Hispanic 
population in the United States gained national attention, it has 
remained the number one company for outreach to this market, likely 
growing in power in relation to Vergara’s own rise to fame. As Forbes’ 
2012 cover story article about Vergara’s secret media empire reveals:  
Interest in that marketplace increased steadily during the years 




census really caught the attention of marketers and media 
companies (see story). Everybody wants a piece, and LatinWE has 
positioned itself at the head of the line. ‘The truth is out that we’re 
in this country and we’re taking over,’ says Vergara. ‘To see people 
paying attention to the cultural changes that Luis and I have seen 
coming for a long time is fantastic.’ (Forbes 2012) 
The use of “we” in Vergara’s quote within the article strengthens the 
community connection and suggests her loyalty and trust in Hispanic 
success since her early days in the entertainment field.  Research also 
presented in Forbes suggests that she is equally welcomed by the 
community she claims to be a part of:  
In Vergara, television has found the cross-over star it’s been 
waiting for since Desi Arnaz left the airwaves. Her appeal with 
Hispanics is unrivaled; she has a positive Q Score more than twice 
that of the average celebrity. And with the ABC smash hit Modern 
Family, Vergara’s won over American audiences without alienating 
her Latina roots. (Forbes 2012) 
The balance suggested in having appeal across the U.S. while remaining 
firmly attached to her roots may sound easy enough for the actress, but 
she has struggled to find the appropriate roles. Her choices have 




figures of emulation, and characters that proudly and positively 
represent the Hispanic community in the US. 
Race and stereotypes within her roles 
Though Vergara was “white-washed” in her early modeling and 
promotion work, her heavy accent and brazen personality made it 
difficult to ignore her background in acting and speaking work. The role 
of Cici in the film Chasing Papi (2003), largely considered her breakout 
performance, elaborated on many Latina stereotypes. In the film, 
Vergara’s character is one of Thomas Fuentes’ three Latina girlfriends, all 
living different lives in different parts of the country and unaware of each 
other’s existence. The women’s roles are varied, with Vergara playing the 
sexy waitress, Rosalyn Sanchez playing a successful lawyer, and Jaci 
Velasquez playing a wealthy, spoiled, “daddy’s girl.” Despite the 
implications of a variety of roles for Hispanic women in the US, the film 
fails to be feminist by pitting the women against each other in a 
competition for a man, and the film ultimately ignores the traits that may 
set these women apart from one another. Vergara’s character’s greatest 
asset to the relationship is her body. She is dressed in bright colors and 
exposing clothing to emphasize her supposed value compared to the 
other women’s strengths of money and intelligence, which were still only 




women react toward each other with stereotypical anger, perpetuating 





In figure 12, the women officially meet each other and discover 
their problem. Already Vergara stands out as the most appearance-
focused of the three, as well as the most prominent figure in the shot in 
size and wardrobe color. She was clearly being highlighted as eye candy 
in the role. In the below image, Vergara’s exposure is again emphasized 
by her hot pink slip and the fact that her robe is the only one open, 
exposing her legs as a focal point of the shot while the other two women 
remain wrapped in their robes. The ways the women are positioned on 
the bed also show the different purposes they serve Fuentes. The 
intelligent woman sleeps next to him as an equal, the daddy’s girl is 
curled up at his side as if needing to be taken care of, and Vergara’s sex 
pot character lies in his lap, close to his groin, suggesting that her 
greatest asset to him is her sexuality. Although the stereotypes within 
the film may have seemed limiting, they were celebrated for their 




portrayal of various types and the implication that Latina women could 
indeed become successful. The film was a hit among Spanish-speaking 
communities and provided Vergara a launching pad for her broader 
career. This was just the first role in a string of stereotypical choices 
Vergara took on in the early 2000s. Her many film roles after played off 
her cultural background strongly, as a quick survey of her character 
names like Blanca, Lola, and Esperanza reveals. Time has not changed 
this pattern of representations or Vergara’s acceptance of such roles, but 
has rather exacerbated it with her most famous stereotype as Gloria in 
Modern Family (ABC, 2009-Present). Still, her choice to take on this role 
suggests she is willing to participate in her inevitable typecasting and 
use it to her advantage. 
In the television program that has brought her worldwide fame 
outside the Hispanic community, Vergara plays a Colombian-born 
woman married to the much older Dunphy family patriarch. Closely 
mirroring her real life, she has a young son named Manny from a 
previous relationship. The show portrays a complex example of an upper-
middle class Latin American immigrant, both confirming and breaking 
stereotypes along the way. The program aims to break down stereotypes 
through humorous but enlightening portrayals of many character types 




It’s commonly viewed as one of the more progressive programs on 
broadcast television and continually questions the assumptions made 
about each of these character types. Vergara’s inclusion has brought 
needed attention to Hispanic women and their challenges and successes 
in the US.  At the same time, however, many of Gloria’s punch lines 
revolve around her thick accent and inability to understand certain 
English words or US cultural customs. In a program full of diverse 
characters and unique representations, it’s hard to believe her character 
remains the figure of stereotype and ridicule in almost every episode. 
These moments rarely allow viewers to feel connected to Vergara as a 
woman or provide important insight into Hispanic cultures in the US. 
Still, Vergara’s star presence on the program has brought great attention 
to the Hispanic community and has allowed the actress to further her 
reach and power into other projects. 
Assumptions of Consumerist Tendencies By Race and Class 
Beyond the stereotypes mentioned above, Hispanic Americans are 
often assumed to be of lower class and of lower income brackets. They 
had not been typically considered an important demographic of television 
viewers and had until recently been left out of the main demographic 
targeting, which still focused on highly educated, upper- middle class 




advertisers to the growing importance and spending power of the 
Hispanic population in the US. As Forbes Magazine also recently noted,  
The growth of the Hispanic population is far and away the most 
significant demographic trend reshaping America, as the most 
recent census, conducted in 2010, made clear. There are now 52 
million Americans of Latin-American descent. By 2050 that 
number is projected to reach 133 million, meaning that nearly one 
in three Americans will be Hispanic. A full 50% of U.S. population 
growth over the past decade has come from this group, whose 
annual spending power is already $1 trillion and will climb to $1.5 
trillion by 2015, according to Nielsen Media Research. If Hispanic 
Americans were a nation, it would have the world’s ninth-largest 
economy. (Forbes 2012) 
Another reason the Hispanic population has become such an important 
demographic to aim for is the general age of the growing group. As also 
stated in the Forbes article “The Next Media Jackpot: The Fight For The 
$1 Trillion Hispanic Market”;  
Such advertising-friendly stats are burnished by a demographic 
exclamation point: The median age of U.S. Hispanics is 27 — 




age range — compared with 42 for non-Hispanic whites. Marketers 
pay a premium for young adults for a host of reasons: Their brand 
preferences are less established; they’re disproportionately likely to 
be so-called influencers, whose early endorsement can launch a 
trend; and they’re hard to reach through traditional channels. Own 
them, as Murdoch and the rest clearly see, and you own the 
future. 
As the above numbers make startlingly clear, appealing to this growing 
demographic is an essential marketing decision, and Vergara has 
cornered said market as the most visible Hispanic actor of the moment. 
Vergara’s stunning beauty that, as previously stated, could be viewed as 
neutral and replicable has led her to become an advertising icon for 
women of all races and ethnicities, but has 
also encouraged Hispanic women to feel as 
though there are products and clothing 
meant for their specific needs and desires. 
Some of this does, however, relate back to 
assumptions of a lower-income base for the 
group.  
 Vergara designed a clothing line for K-Mart, 





low price points. The shape-wear collection is particularly fascinating as 
it fuses her famous bombshell persona with her ethnically-marked body 
type. The ads feature darker-skinned women, insinuating that the 
product hopes to address the specific bodily concerns of minority women. 
The collection purposefully states its goals of helping women be 
comfortable in their own skin while also hiding common trouble zones. 
The connection to minority populations is apt based on Kmart’s target 
lower-income demographics. This reinforces the theory that each 
woman’s brand reaches very specific audiences, and the relationship 
between ethnicity and demographic value remains troubling. The ad also 
makes a problematic comparison between the authentic self and the 
manufactured or consumer-driven self. These shape wear garments 
disguise women’s authentic bodies under the assumptions of female 
insecurity, and using idealized spokeswomen like Vergara only further 
the desire to become something perfect but unattainable. 
Sexuality and Comedy 
What also sets Vergara apart from more progressive figures of post-
feminism is her contentment to play unintelligent characters. As an 
owner of a production company and active producer, Vergara is clearly 
an intelligent woman. Still, in her film roles she is content to come off as 




viewers. This same tactic was employed by Marilyn Monroe, who found 
that her sexuality was less threatening to female viewers if she put on a 
naïve façade in her acting work. This ditzy, lighthearted nature, however, 
limits her voice and the respect her opinions can garner. Further, it 
allows men to find her appealing as an object without having to hear her 
or respect her thoughts. While Vergara has made great strides in the 
promotion of Hispanic talent, she has done little else in the way of 
speaking out for causes or for fellow women. Even her work within her 
community has happened secretly, as if her active involvement would be 
overshadowed by her ditzy persona and the connection between the two 
would diminish the gravitas of the cause. This differs dramatically from 
the direction Angelina Jolie has taken after her early entrance as a 
bombshell figure. Where Jolie has demanded to be taken seriously, 
Vergara has instead maintained her lack of seriousness in her public 
persona. 
In Modern Family, she appears unselfconscious about her body 
type or its effect on men around her. Also, the comedic aspects of the 
show allow her body to be viewed in a light-hearted, purposefully 
exaggerated form. The emphasis on her breasts as the butt of many jokes 
also lessens the tension or mystery behind her body. While she 




husband. In this way, the show breaks down some stereotypes of the 
man-eating seductress that the bombshell has often struggled with. 
Further, Gloria is shown to be more than just her body. She is a 
consistently supportive mother and wife. Additionally, she and the other 
main female character, Claire, rarely express hostility toward each 
other’s appearances or overadapt to mirror each other’s bodies.  
Sadly, this is not the truth in their real lives. Julie Bowen has 
expressed publicly that she and Vergara are “frenemies.” As noted in a 
2013 article on People.com:  
On Tuesday November 19th, "Chelsea" host Chelsea Handler 
brought up [to Julie Bowen] that when Vergara had been a guest 
she was unable to remember Bowen's name, calling her ‘Bower’ -- 
or something like it -- instead. Referring to her co-star as ‘Cholo 
Barbie,’ Bowen responded, ‘I have never had the opportunity to fly 
Sofia private or give her jewelry so my name has no resonance for 
her.’ (people.com) 
Bowen’s response replaces many of the stereotypes Vergara’s character 
could have broken down. It also promotes hostility among women rather 
than community. Further, Bowen’s use of the derogatory term “Cholo” is 
startlingly racist and further suggests that post-feminism has not been 




appearance only for her personal advancement and to receive gifts from 
men, which in itself negates the independent aspects of the bombshell 
figure. Whether or not Bowen’s allegations are based on fact, these public 
statements break down any unifying bonds between the women and 
reinforce stereotypes about the bombshell woman. 
Much like Marilyn Monroe in her ascent to fame, Vergara owns her 
body and leverages the very traits that could have held her back. In the 
process, however, she is reinforcing negative opinions about Latina 
women and occasionally promoting her own objectification. The complex 
interplay between leveraging stereotypes personally and perpetuating 
them on a grander scale calls into question Vergara’s role as a positive 
role model or icon. Her actions, though helping her advance her own 
career, may not be seen as helpful for women as a whole. She seems to 
be speaking only for herself and assuming that her success is shared 
equally by her counterparts— that sexy women no longer need to feel 
cautious about their bodies. This same problematic assumption presents 
itself within post-feminist ideology and is the source for much doubt 
about the concept of being done fighting for women’s equality. 
Fortunately, Vergara has had success in helping other women’s careers, 
as her producer role on the new program Killer Women exemplifies. 




her importance within the Hispanic community can not be denied. She 
provides a perfect example of the modern day bombshell— buxom, 
excessive, confident, but non-threatening. Perhaps over time her 
influence and positive contributions will continue to grow, and her recent 
ventures suggest such changes are in the works. To examine how these 
changes may help her career, we can turn to Angelina Jolie, who has 
been in the public eye nearly a decade longer than Vergara and has had 






Chapter 3: Angelina Jolie- The Bombshell Perfected 
Angelina Jolie, daughter of actor Jon Voight and model Marcheline 
Bertrand, is one of the most famous actresses on the planet. She began 
her acting career as a child, but became seriously interested in the art 
form in her late teens. She landed her first starring role in the cult 
favorite Hackers in 1995 at age 20 and became famous world-wide five 
years later. Jolie has been an in-demand, highly paid actor for over a 
decade and has been considered the world’s “Most beautiful” woman— a 
title that undeniably supports her positioning as a modern bombshell 
figure (Vanity Fair 2009).  
Jolie has had many shifting identities, passions, and personalities, yet 
she remains firmly recognizable and clearly branded despite these 
dramatic shifts. A distinct and attractive appearance, which constitutes 
the bulk of a star’s ability to be recognized by fans, has also been shown 
to make someone appear more likable, and -as may be the case for Jolie 
despite wild shifts in character- more forgivable (Business Insider 2013). 
Jolie has not been content to rest on her appearance and has created a 
rich life in many other arenas— recently becoming a humanitarian, 
mother, breast cancer awareness advocate, director, and screenwriter. 
Through her many roles, she exemplifies the post-feminist assumption 




ideals could easily become disheartening if one is not born with the same 
gifts that Jolie was given in her life. The inevitable risk of ordinary 
women comparing themselves negatively to Jolie highlight the lacunae 
within post-feminism and Jolie operates as a poster child for the specific 
type of woman post-feminist ideologies wrongly assume all women can 
aspire to be. 
Class Considerations 
At a young age, Voight and Jolie’s mother separated, popularly 
thought to be due to Voight’s infidelities. Jolie then moved in with her 
mother and decided to become an actress after watching films with her 
mother, who was also an aspiring actress. She insists that her interest in 
acting had little to do with her father’s career, which she panned and 
believed led him to stray from her mother (Wills 2011). By consistently 
reinforcing this life narrative and changing her name to remove any 
reference to her father, Jolie rejects the concept of nepotism which many 
have assumed led to her fame. Jolie has often discussed the details of 
the rift between herself and her father, many of which factor into Jolie’s 
struggles with men in later life phases. Still, before Jolie took her career 
into her own hands, Voight placed Jolie in child roles in his own films 
and helped her claim a spot at the prestigious Lee Strasberg Institute to 




her young daughter Vivienne, who stars alongside Jolie in the upcoming 
film Maleficent.  Regardless of whether her father helped Jolie get her 
breakthrough roles in the late 90s, the connection to her father was often 
mentioned in early reviews of her films (rogerebert.com), so her 
connection to Hollywood royalty played some role in her successes 
whether she liked it or not. This connection to fame places Jolie in a 
position of privilege that already isolates her from the majority of women 
she could hope to inspire. Even before exploring her later pursuits and 
successes, it is clear that she cannot represent a wholly identifiable role 
model to women in the post-feminist era. 
Rebelling Against Aesthetics 
As a further gesture of her rejection of nepotism and rebellion against 
her father’s wishes, Jolie dropped out of the Strasberg School and filed 
as an independent at the age of 14. What followed was a tumultuous 
teen rebellion typical of the children of the rich and famous. Jolie 
describes this period as her punk phase in which she wore dark clothes, 
got tattoos, and hung out with rowdy musicians. Jolie has viewed this as 
her most authentic self, stating; "I am still at heart—and always will be—
just a punk kid with tattoos" (Strejcek 2005). She began her acting 
career with this personal definition in mind and chose roles that reflected 




beauty and the angry, jaded, misunderstood characters she played likely 
confused fans and limited her ability to become famous during this 
phase. It is likely, however, that Jolie had little interest in a career based 
only on her looks. Jolie’s early roles in Hackers and Foxfire were bold, 
feminist characters with attitude and aggression. These tenacious and 
intelligent women had the potential to be strong role models, and while 
both films have gained cult followings years after their release, Jolie’s 
image at the time consisted of dark clothes, angry facial expressions, and 
dramatic hair and makeup that likely drew only a narrow range of fans. 
Perhaps the best analysis of Jolie’s character choices was presented in a 
2001 Rolling Stone interview shortly after she arrived on the scene, in 
which writer Chris Heath states; 
There are two patterns that emerge when Jolie talks about the 
roles she has played, particularly the more memorable ones. First, 
she truly believes they have always matched where she has been in 
her life: “These characters learned something that I needed to learn 
and they grew up in a way that I needed to grow.” Second, she has 
often identified with these characters deeply particularly the ones 
who have been dysfunctional by conventional standards -- and the 
comedown and difficulty in disengaging after a film wraps have 




This identification Jolie personally felt to her characters did not seem to 
be shared by audiences.  
An analysis of her early film reviews shows how alienating and 
confusing her early work was for fans and critics. But more importantly, 
these early reviews made clear that her striking appearance was 
dramatically overshadowing her acting ability. In their review of Hackers, 
The New York Times wrote,  
Kate (Angelina Jolie) stands out. That's because she scowls even 
more sourly than [her co-stars] and is that rare female hacker who 
sits intently at her keyboard in a see-through top. Despite her 
sullen posturing, which is all this role requires, Ms. Jolie has the 
sweetly cherubic looks of her father, Jon Voight. (Maslin 1995) 
 This review manages to say little about the actual role she inhabits. 
Instead, critic Masline focuses on the titillation of Jolie’s sexually open 
character and lightly mocks the implausibility of such a woman existing 
in the hacking universe. In the end, Masline appears to forgive Jolie’s 
scowling, simplistic performance solely because of her looks. The 
acknowledgement and emphatic approval of Jolie’s beauty and references 
about her connection to her father became symptomatic of her early 
reviews. The Los Angeles Times analyzed her Foxfire performance, 




Voight's knockout daughter, has the presence to overcome the 
stereotype” (Mathews 1996). In this review, Jolie’s campy role is again 
overlooked and her performance forgiven due to her stunning 
appearance, family links, and growing star quality. These reviews deny 
Jolie the opportunity to grow from criticism and 
assume that she needn’t try to grow as an 
actress. Instead, she should be content with her 
appearance and accept that this will keep her 
employed, albeit in mediocre B-movies. These 
assumptions limited many bombshells who 
found that their looks didn’t allow them to take 
serious roles or play anyone other than the 
seductress, lover, or figure of male admiration.  
It falls to the post-feminist bombshell, then, to break down these 
assumptions and broaden her choice of roles counter to expectations. 
This task would be challenging for a woman who had not already 
reached fame, which explains why many ingénues leverage their beauty 
by taking conventional roles that they may not feel comfortable with. 
Monroe and Vergara both fell victim to these desperate casting choices. 
Jolie’s oft-mentioned connection to her father likely saved her from a 
similar fate and allowed her to move into more challenging and 
Figure 15: An Apt 
Tagline for the film 




interesting roles earlier on in her career. Even so, Jolie was placed in 
roles that required her to be naked, but only in roles and situations in 
which nudity was effective and necessary. These early roles also provided 
Jolie outlets that were more suitable to her appearance but also allowed 
her to express more complex inner turmoil in the characters. Her most 
successful portrayal in this era was the titular role in Gia, the story of 
the troubled supermodel who died of AIDS contracted through 
intravenous drug use. The role balanced her appearance with her acting 
talents, and finally began to attract the attention that Jolie’s work 
deserved. As Vanessa Vance from Reel.com noted, "Angelina Jolie gained 
wide recognition for her role as the titular Gia, and it's easy to see why. 
Jolie is fierce in her portrayal—filling the part with nerve, charm, and 
desperation—and her role in this film is quite possibly the most beautiful 
train wreck ever filmed” (Vance 2009). While this review still distinctly 
mentions Jolie’s beauty, it also discusses the personality traits of her 
character and Jolie’s skills at portraying them. Both Gia and her 
previously lauded performance in George Wallace earned the actress 
Golden Globe awards. Further, both these roles were for HBO-released 
material, suggesting that Jolie needed to be given a chance outside of 





Her next major appearance was in Girl, Interrupted, a film that again 
provided an outlet for Jolie’s punk tendencies and fascination with 
psychosis. Through this role, Jolie was able to downplay her looks and 
show the extreme range of her acting talents. Her character’s hair was a 
dirty, messy, muted blonde and her makeup made her look sickly, weak, 
and washed out (Image 3). Still, her character was smart, charming, and 
brazenly twisted and troubled. Her talent in the film was undeniable, and 
Jolie was quickly being recognized as a “diamond in the rough” – a 
refreshing way for a bombshell to begin her rise to fame. Shortly after, 
she was pegged for a Rolling Stone interview and cover, kick-starting the 
huge career that blossomed from then on. Jolie used her large, 
expressive features to be more than just a pretty face. These features 
allowed her to create moody, complex, but understandable characters. 
Her body wasn’t being used solely for male gaze and pleasure, but was 
expressing fear, weakness, and rebellion.  Further, the film was made up 
of an almost entirely female cast, featured complex female friendships 
and relationships, and was- by title and subject matter- distinctly and 
purposefully directed toward a female audience. Her obvious hetero-
normative aesthetic appeal was being challenged through her feminist 





Subverting Expectations of Sexuality 
While lesbianism may not have been accounted for within post-
feminist ideology, Jolie has brought worthwhile attention to the lesbian 
and bisexual communities through her candid interviews and opinions 
on the subject of sexuality. Jolie has openly discussed her own 
bisexuality in many interviews, mentioning that she has seriously dated 
both women and men in her teens and twenties, including her Foxfire 
costar Jenny Shimizu. She has publicly stated that she always plays 
characters that she herself would date (Wills 2011). This statement is 
loaded and fascinating in many ways. First, it expresses a deep 
connection with each of her characters and provides insight into her own 
psychology because of what she admires or finds intriguing about each of 
her roles. Second, her passionate interest in the female characters she 
plays and her comfort in expressing that she would date these characters 
indirectly imply her bisexuality.  
Jolie has found a way to make her bombshell persona appealing to 
both genders and has not limited her appeal to just what men typically 
find sexy. Jolie has also been open about her femininity and lack thereof. 
In an interview with Rolling Stone in 2005, Jolie stated; “I think I'd make 
a good boy. I think I went through a period where I was denying anything 




actually feel like a girl. I was almost shocked into being a girl" (2005). 
This statement clarifies Jolie’s fluid sexuality and her own shifting self-
identification. Despite a definitively feminine body and face, Jolie has 
refused to be outfitted or branded as a feminine figure. Dressed often in 
pants and all black, the actress rarely plays into stereotypes of feminine 
dress, allowing herself to be identifiable to a broader range of women and 
men and giving herself the flexibility to hide her beauty when she’d 
rather highlight other aspects. She attempts to be appealing to all 
genders and sexualities, and through her feminist roles with complex 
personalities, she often succeeds. She expresses fluidity, honesty, and 
confidence in her sexuality, which has made her more relatable to a 
broader audience of fans. 
  Another aspect of her Rolling Stone quote is perhaps more 
problematic. In the quote, she mentions being “shocked into being a girl,” 
which is a passive statement that removes her personal agency in the 
choice to become more feminine. She seems to insinuate that she didn’t 
feel like a woman until she had a man, which plays into previous 
understandings of the bombshell as a woman in need of love— only half 
of what she is meant to be. Like Marilyn Monroe before her, Jolie has 
had several marriages that seemed to alter her sense of self. She fit 




effects these men have had on her. The underlying insinuation- that only 
a man can make a woman who she was truly meant to be- remains one 
of Jolie’s most anti-feminist stances.  Her complex relationship with men 
will be highlighted in more depth when exploring her “man-eater” 
reputation and the “slut-shaming” often tied to the bombshell figure.  
Despite her complex male relationships, Jolie’s openness about her 
sexuality makes her more approachable than other bombshells. She 
speaks about sex from the perspective of wanting to share something 
with another person and wanting to enjoy sex as a woman. Her sexuality 
is thus tied to personal fulfillment rather than passive objectification. 
Previous bombshells have been more discrete about their sexual history. 
As a result, they increased their mysterious and seductive appeals, 
diminished the possibility of being deemed promiscuous, and continued 
to appear virginal for potential suitors. The balance between innocence 
and sex appeal is precarious for even the most successful bombshell.  
These concerns point to a larger problem for sexually attractive 
women. Just because these women have bodies that stimulate sexual 
thoughts in their fans does not mean they are overly sexual women. 
Unfortunately, keeping sex completely secret inhibits women from 
understanding that they can and should enjoy sex. By being sexually 




importance of women being satisfied during sex rather than seeming like 
objects simply existing for the pleasure of men. She functions as an 
active participant in her own sex life, choosing who she is attracted to 
instead of focusing on who is attracted to her. In many interviews, Jolie 
has discussed her sex life, but has always done so with an emphasis on 
commitment, love and creating a safe space for experimenting within her 
relationships and marriages (Image 5). Her real-life expressions of 
sexuality then blend with her onscreen representation of sexuality to 
create an authentic, relatable figure of female sexuality. This is the 
definition of a star- one who is a mixture of her roles and her personality 
blending symbiotically to create an iconic brand. 
Violence and Sexuality 
Jolie’s next role brought her international fame. As the iconic video 
game character Lara Croft, Jolie played into one of the tropes of the 
bombshell figure. She played a male fantasy figure with outlandish 
proportions, essentially a muscle-bound Barbie doll. Jolie may have 
taken on the character because she believed there was something 
feminist about the strong, clever action heroine. This seems plausible, 
considering that Jolie was constantly seeking roles that exemplified 
personality traits she valued and hoped to promote. This balance 




action stars manifest masculinity in their appearance and attitude, Lara 
Croft exists on the opposite end of the masculine-feminine spectrum. The 
extremely feminine, curvaceous, and outwardly sexual action heroine 
invokes a contradiction between two stereotypes. She is soft and hard, 
fleshy and muscular, in need of protection and the protector herself.  
Lara Croft exudes power and independence in many respects, but her 
problematic aspects far outweigh her positive ones. Even though the role 
was not particularly progressive, Jolie needed to be cast in something 
high-profile and sought-after in order to skyrocket to fame. With the 
immense success of her Lara Croft portrayal, she did indeed reach world-
wide fame.  
Because the film version of the character was based directly on the 
video game character, certain aesthetic 
requirements had to be met by whoever was 
chosen for the role. This curvy action heroine 
seems to be a perfect outlet for the innate 
excesses tied to Jolie herself and the 
bombshell figure as a whole (Figure 16). As 
Inness has stated, “Lara signifies excess; at 
the site of her body an ongoing exchange 
takes place between sex and violence, one 
leading to and allowing for an amplification of the other” (28).  Through 




these combined excesses, the appeal to male viewers is heavily 
magnified, and the film was almost guaranteed to be a success in our 
sex-and-violence- obsessed culture. In no other form are women so 
complexly objectified than in the digitally-created specimen of Lara Croft. 
Because the character was quite literally molded and shaped by digital 
creators as an ideal “strong woman” and then translated through an 
equally idealized star, she is the truest projection of male fantasy. 
Further, because video game characters are controlled by a player, she is 
literally an object to be moved and positioned according to the player’s 
desires. The Barbie doll connection becomes even more apparent when 
considering the character’s above-mentioned lack of agency as a video 
game plaything. Such a connection confirms the worst fears about the 
post-feminist bombshell— that she is an idealized, unattainable figure 
devoid of agency and personality. 
From a post-feminist perspective, however, Croft as a film action 
heroine with seductive features can be viewed as entirely in control of the 
effect of her appearance. The post-feminist woman can be completely 
aware of her sexuality and can choose to use it as a weapon. Some 
heroines take this literally, using their nails as sharpened claws or their 
hair as a noose. This is one of many areas in which post-feminist 
thought has diverged strongly from previous movements. Women in the 




applauded rather than vilified for working towards individual gains. 
Despite the potential feminist power of a sexually aware woman, the 
action heroine can rarely function as a viable inspiration to real women. 
Although violence often functions as an allegory for the fight for gender 
equality, it must remain just that— a metaphor rather than a realistic 
solution. Further, these characters, clad in skimpy leather ensembles 
with teased hair and perfect make-up, could not possibly maintain their 
perfect appearance and fight an enemy at the same time. As Inness 
notes, “We recognized that the tough woman acts in a way few (if any) 
real woman could act. Her actions are larger than real life, showing not 
reality but a myth and a parody at the same time...” (26).  Again, it is 
fitting that the bombshell- a parody and myth herself in many ways- 
would take on these kinds of roles, showing something women may 
aspire to but never realistically (or safely) become.  
Bombshell as Seductress 
While her Tomb Raider character may be popularly viewed as a 
dangerously seductive femme fatale, the trait has come to be associated 
with Jolie’s real life as well (Season Magazine). She has been given the 
misguided reputation as a man-eater or home-wrecker, a reputation that 
has crossed back over from her roles to her personal life and back again. 




when she met Billy Bob Thornton and he subsequently left his girlfriend 
of many years to marry Jolie.  Both Jolie and Thornton have denied that 
they began their relationship before the previous relationship had 
already ended. Unfortunately, biographers have come to view Jolie as a 
figure of active seduction. Even within more reputable articles or 
interviews with the actress, statements like the one below are common: 
It wouldn’t be the first time Jolie has made a scene with a co-star. 
Indeed, she has notched out quite a history with some of her 
leading men. She hooked up with Colin Farrell during Oliver 
Stone’s 2004 epic Alexander. Before that, she was attached to ex-
hubby Billy Bob Thornton, whom she lured away from long-time 
girlfriend Laura Dern after making the movie Pushing Tin. She met 
her first husband, British actor Jonny Lee Miller, on the set of 
Hackers in 1995. Though none of the romances lasted, her 
onscreen success has continued to sizzle. (Season Magazine) 
This biographical overview of her romances uses terminology that infers 
that Jolie is promiscuous, and any backhanded compliment within it 
pales with the blatant insults hiding in the words.  
Similar interpretations continued to haunt Jolie. Shortly after her 
divorce from Thornton, Jolie starred in the film Taking Lives. As her UK 




The movie was quite complex, full of clues, shocks and sly cheats, 
but it was rather overshadowed by the break-up of Hawke's 
marriage to Uma Thurman. Naturally, rumors abounded that Jolie 
was the scarlet woman, when in fact, it was model Jen Perzow. 
(Wills, 2011)   
Despite her involvement in the divorce being disproven, the reputation 
permeated Jolie’s persona so deeply that it become a trope in her next 
few film roles. In Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow, she plays “a 
sexy, piratical pilot who may well have caused the break-up of an earlier 
relationship between Law and Paltrow” (Wills, 2011).  The other role she 
took this same year was Lola, the alluring, voluptuous-lipped fish 
seductress in the animated film Shark Tale.  So while Jolie’s earlier 
career consisted of complex, unconventional characters, she appeared to 
be falling into the classic bombshell trap with her string of “femme fatale” 
characters. In the process, she personally earned that label, altered her 
brand negatively, and was losing the battle of personality with her on 
screen representations. 
These rumors have all led to the most recent and famous example. 
Wills continues,  
And there were the inevitable rumors of sexual misbehavior. With 




Hollywood's most notorious femme fatale, the tabloids, 
understandably, went bananas. For once they had good reason. 
(Wills, 2011)  
While it is true that Jolie and Pitt began dating after filming Mr. and Mrs. 
Smith, the rumors about her stealing him away from Aniston remained 
unfounded. The most confusing aspect of this swirl of rumors is that 
they still remain a firm part of her reputation, despite her remaining with 
Brad Pitt for almost a decade now. All of her supposed man-stealing 
resulted in long term, committed relationships with the men involved. As 
her biographer stated, “This is a big part of the Jolie phenomenon - she 
has a searing reputation for being sexually voracious and promiscuous, 
yet says she's slept with only a tiny handful of people” (Wills, 2011). The 
assumption of promiscuity plagues many bombshell figures, as if being 
the object of a committed man’s attraction is automatically the fault of 
the attractive woman. Further, the connection between a man being 
interested and a woman acting on his interest is often assumed rather 
than confirmed. Through these rumors, Jolie becomes victim to one of 
the most troubling assumptions of our culture— that attractive women 






The Bombshell in Disguise 
The lurid rumors surrounding Jolie detract from much more 
important aspects of her character. Jolie is an ambassador for the United 
Nations and has been doing charity work and donating money to 
refugees and countries in need for as long as she has had money or 
fame. As early as 2002, biographers were noting her considerable charity 
work:  
I called the office of the High Commissioner [of the UN], Ruud 
Lubbers, in Geneva to ask about Jolie's work with the 
organization, and he sent me a rather officious statement that 
included the following: ‘Last year [2001], Ms. Jolie traveled to 
refugee camps in several countries, working with UNHCR field staff 
in Tanzania, Sierra Leone, Cambodia, and Pakistan. During these 
often arduous field missions, she shared the conditions of fellow 
UNHCR staffers, bumping along for hours over bad roads in jeeps, 
sleeping on floors, observing minefield detonation exercises, 
visiting schools and hospitals, sharing meals with families in 
homes they had returned to after long years in exile. … She is 
active on many fronts, inspiring us with her courage and her 




Jolie is not granted as much attention for these 
efforts as she is for her supposed sexual 
exploits. Further, Jolie’s fans are likely more 
interested in entertainment than politics or 
activism, so her film acting work continues to 
overshadow her humanitarian work. Perhaps 
as a way to fix her femme-fatale reputation and 
return emphasis to more important interests, 
Jolie began taking on roles that allowed her to bring light to the issues 
she was truly concerned with, blending politics with entertainment to 
help inform her fans of what truly matters. She starred in a chain of 
politically-motivated films including The Good Shepherd (2006) and A 
Mighty Heart (2007) which highlight powerful women in the 
humanitarian sphere. She received some of her most positive reviews for 
her acting for these films, including this excerpt from Roger Ebert’s A 
Mighty Heart review that aptly summarizes her career trajectory: 
Standing at the center of the story is Mariane Pearl, played by 
Angelina Jolie in a performance that is both physically and 
emotionally convincing. A few obvious makeup changes make her 
resemble the woman we saw so often on TV (curly hair, darker 
skin, the swelling belly), but Jolie's performance depends above all 




on inner conviction; she reminds us, as we saw in some of her 
earlier films like Girl, Interrupted (1999), that she is a skilled 
actress and not merely (however entertainingly) a Tomb Raider.  
In both roles, Jolie’s beauty was downplayed through subtle make-up 
and conservative clothes as to not detract from the messages of the films. 
By concealing her beauty, critics were able to take her portrayals more 
seriously, which points to a problem within the Hollywood system. 
Beauty and morality are rarely associated with one another— a problem 





The Inescapable Draw of Consumerism 
While in many ways Jolie has risen above what may have been 
expected from her early career examples, she has fallen into a trap of 
post-feminism that few have avoided. Jolie has, like Vergara, done many 
advertising campaigns as a source of additional, stable income that 
promote consumerism while exploiting aspects of Jolie's personality to a 
negative effect. Jolie has represented two prominent brands: Shisheido 
Cosmetics and St. John Apparel. The underlying trend among these 
companies is their upper class clientele and specifically white, leisure 
class demographic. This narrow focus mirrors the group mainly 
considered in post-feminist discourse and subsequently ignores large 
portions of the female population. Jolie's well-regarded looks have been 
leveraged by these companies to sell appearance-enhancing products. 
Shisheido highlights a famous feature of the actress by using her image 
to sell lip gloss (Figure 18). This has to be one of the clearest forms of 
advertising manipulation, because no amount of lip gloss can give 




someone Jolie’s lips. Still, St. John’s strategy is the most blatantly and 
problematically post-feminist. Their ads suggest that successful women 
should exhibit their wealth through purchases, and that only when they 
have sufficiently proven their success will they feel content with how 
much they have achieved. Hence, these items are specifically for a leisure 
class of women who don't work but are nonetheless wealthy. The first St. 
John’s ad (figure 19) shown displays Jolie resting on the ground of a 
luxurious room even though she is wearing thousands of dollars in 
clothing. The other ad (Figure 20) shows Jolie participating in the 
common upper class activity of horseback riding. Both lines express the 
simplicity and naturalness of Jolie and appear to focus on pared down 
elegance over blatant extravagance.    
However, none of these concepts mirror the way Jolie actually lives 
her life. As the above overview of her life should demonstrate, Jolie is 
very active in her pursuits and stays 
busy with her acting, humanitarian 
work, and motherhood. Further, 
someone who so ardently donates to 
charity and has seen first-hand the 
horror some refugees and starving 





expensive resort wear to people with money to spare. By modeling for the 
upper-class company, Jolie implicitly encourages the wealthy to use their 
money for extravagant personal purchases— a message that conflicts 
with her humanitarian focuses and weakens her messages of generosity 
and activism. There is one St. John ad that seems to be even more 
contrary and problematic. In Figure 21, Jolie stands at a desk in tight, 
well-tailored business wear. She seems to be a body in motion, as if she 
is busy at her corporate job. This, of course, enters into a new realm of 
fantasy. Where often viewers of these ads are meant to associate the 
spokesperson with what they know about their star brand, this ad 
ignores what we know about Jolie's career and has her playing a 
character of the businesswoman. Perhaps Jolie excuses her choice of 
promotions by assuming all of her ads are looked at as caricatures, but 
we know this is not the case. A star’s brand is closely tied to the brands 
they choose to represent, so her choices do indeed reflect back on Jolie.  
Becoming a Voice for Breast Cancer Survivors 
Following her complicated, hypocritical choice of marketing clothing 
few could aspire to own, Jolie made another choice that has divided fans. 
Jolie’s mother died of ovarian cancer in the late 2000s, and shortly after, 
Jolie took an expensive blood test to determine if she had a specific 




cancer or breast cancer. After learning she did indeed have the mutation, 
Jolie chose to undergo a preventative double mastectomy. Furthermore, 
she chose to share her struggle and her choice with the world in a New 
York Times op-ed in 2011 (Jolie 2011). Many have deemed her act brave, 
stating that she had brought needed attention to this genetic mutation 
and the possibilities of preventative measures. Following her admission, 
some women’s behavior toward cancer progression shifted. In what 
Piggott calls the “Angelina Jolie Effect,” the instances of cancer- 
preventative surgeries more than doubled after the release of her article 
(2014). Many have cited Jolie’s choice as brave and inspirational, 
deciding that the successful outcome of her reconstructive surgery gave 
them the confidence to undertake the same.  
However, there is an unspoken problem among all of the above facts. 
The genetic test, double mastectomy, and reconstructive surgery all cost 
substantial amounts of money. Though she may have inspired women to 
pay attention to their needs, her choices could not be replicated by the 
vast majority of the population. She did reference the high costs in her 
article, stating;  
It has got to be a priority to ensure that more women can access 
gene testing and lifesaving preventive treatment, whatever their 




BRCA1 and BRCA2, at more than $3,000 in the United States, 
remains an obstacle for many women. (Jolie 2013)   
This call to action, however barely touches upon the larger costs or the 
need for a lot of free time for healing and surgeries. She shows some 
awareness of her own good fortune and tries to be a catalyst for change 
and role model to all women. 
 Jolie was hoping to have this kind of effect on women when going 
public with her story. When asked why she came out with a public 
statement, Jolie stated, “The reason that I wrote it was to try to 
communicate and help and connect with other women and other families 
going through the same thing” (Breznican 2014). As she has done with 
many of her film roles and personal choices in the past, Jolie was striving 
to be a role model who could make a difference in women’s lives. But like 
many of her previous attempts, she shows the possibilities available to 
only a small segment of her fans.  Very few women could aspire to her 
lifestyle or make the same life-saving choices. Still, Jolie continues, 
saying, “I feel very, very close — much closer — to other women, and 
women who are going through the same thing. Wherever I go, usually I 
run into women and we talk about health issues, women’s issues, breast 
cancer, ovarian cancer” (Breznican 2014).  This line shows her desire to 




previously struggled to make such a connection. In this way, she 
exemplifies the individualistic aspects of the post-feminist movement 
while trying to create a bond and community with other women. Her 
example shows how difficult, if not impossible, it is for women who follow 
this ideology to really call themselves part of a movement.  
Maternal Sexuality 
  Following her mastectomy, Jolie shifted her emphasis on her role 
as a mother and nurturer. Jolie and Pitt became the biological parents of 
3 children and the adopted parents of 3 more in the span of two years. 
Jolie embraced her role as mother and allowed this to become a defining 
feature of her brand story. While typically the bombshell’s features may 
insinuate fertility, little attention is actually paid to their ability to have 
children or to the presence of any children they already have. Vergara 
rarely discusses her teenage son because her brand relies on a kind of 
free sexuality that doesn’t correspond closely with motherhood in the 
public eye. Jolie, however, again breaks the rules of the typical 
bombshell by expressing her pride at parenting often. Some of the latest 
coverage of her maternal pride has been used to sell her upcoming film, 
Maleficent. The film stars Jolie’s daughter, Vivienne, as the toddler 
version of Princess Aurora. Perhaps this explains the increased emphasis 




back to the type of nepotistic casting decisions Angelina herself may have 
been affected by. Jolie’s privilege is again highlighted in her choice to 
adopt so many children. Though admirable, most women cannot afford 
to care for as many children, nor may they want to despite the choice 
being framed as a form of ideal benevolent femininity. 
Despite Jolie’s shifting and tumultuous public and personal lives, 
the actress remains a complex figure of admiration and emulation. She 
represents herself in alternatingly sexual, nurturing, and activist tones, 
blurring the lines of what it means to be a bombshell and successfully 
inspiring positive change in the world. What she may not be as 
successful in inspiring, however, are the average women, the lower-
income women, or the women of color who may be seeking to have their 
own voices heard by those with power. In this way, she is a definitively 
post-feminist figure, an individual, independent woman who explores her 
ability to be anything she wishes to be— mother, actress, humanitarian, 
wife— but overlooks the great privilege she was granted in the process of 





Conclusion: The Bombshell’s Responsibility 
This exploration of the post-feminist bombshell figure shows the 
complexity and contradiction behind an aesthetically-driven and 
sexually-focused female representation. The bombshell has some 
distinctly anti-feminist components, many of which are difficult or 
impossible to overcome. The modern day bombshell has had decades of 
predecessors to inspire her and help her shape a brand. Further, she has 
been able to learn from the mistakes of her predecessors and can shape 
a career that doesn’t rely entirely on personal objectification. She can use 
her self-awareness and post-modern positioning to become something 
greater than just a sexualized, idealized body. She understands that 
looks can open doors for a woman but refuses to allow her looks to be 
her only defining feature.  
Many bombshell actresses have found that one path to legitimacy 
involves downplaying their looks and redirecting focus to their acting 
talent. Often, emphasizing their distinct bombshell traits just allows 
these women to get noticed in the acting industry. They play the roles 
expected of beautiful women, which are often undeveloped roles in weak 
scripts pandering specifically to male fantasies. After such roles, the 
modern-day bombshell can expand her empire by diversifying her brand 




must demand to be taken seriously. We have seen that Sofia Vergara 
managed to become a media mogul while maintaining a light, comedic 
image in the public eye. Her most recent film role was as a killer with 
guns in her breasts in Machete Kills, further playing into her campy 
brand. Yet behind the camera, her intelligence and creativity reign 
supreme over her looks. Perhaps she will eventually find an acting role 
that allows her to express this intelligence and overcome the stereotypes 
she has so far allowed to define her career. 
The transition from aesthetic-focused to talent-focused roles has 
not always been successful. Marilyn Monroe famously attempted to 
become a serious actress near the end of her career. She took method 
acting classes and took on serious roles involving emotionally complex 
characters. These roles didn't cause viewers to trust Monroe's acting 
skills, however, and instead her fans wished for her return to the bubbly, 
ditzy blonde from her early work. In the post-feminist era, however, there 
may be more opportunities for women to change their image. The 
“makeover aesthetic” discussed earlier has been popularized in this era, 
and celebrities are often applauded for successful shifts in their 
appearance, particularly if these changes involved buying products and 
playing into consumerist fantasies. 




the changes internally while maintaining a consistent external image. 
Still, her shifts in persona relate to her financial status and her ability to 
afford dramatic changes in lifestyle. Even so, Jolie’s choice to move to 
serious roles early in her career kept her from being too narrowly defined 
in her career. Because she was constantly shifting and changing, her 
attempts to play serious roles were not as jarring as Monroe’s. In this 
way, Jolie represents one of the better success stories— a woman who 
has utilized her beauty and brain in equal measure and in varying 
degrees for a career that continues to grow. She has also begun directing 
and producing projects, which further provide her opportunities for 
power and growth. These projects have also focused heavily on the 
plights of women, therefore allowing Jolie’s activist voice to be heard 
without being tied directly to her physical presence. 
Both women have overcome many obstacles that previously limited 
the bombshell. They have positioned themselves actively rather than 
falling victim to passive objectification. However, in other ways, both 
women reinforce the problematic ideologies of post-feminist era. Sofia 
Vergara’s career has rejected the lesbian spectator. Like most bombshells 
before her, Vergara groomed herself to attract male viewers, based on the 
qualities that this audience has found appealing historically. Despite 




It’s as if these women do not exist in the progressive world of Modern 
Family. Worse, stereotypes exist about lesbian women in Hispanic 
communities that limit the outreach straight Latinas have towards 
lesbians. Vergara’s representation of the post-feminist bombshell 
operates within the hetero-normative assumptions of the classical 
Bombshell figure and the Hispanic community in general. This becomes 
a more fascinating comparison to Angelina Jolie, whose own bi-sexual 
tendencies have broadened her appeal to larger audiences.  
Jolie- while more inclusive of lesbian women- struggles to reach 
broader classes and ethnicities with her limited perspective, upper class 
appearance, and leisure-class brand positioning. She comes from a place 
of privilege that can alienate her fans. Further, her shifting personality 
and passions complicate fans’ identification with her. While Vergara 
remains comfortably consistent, Jolie changes too often for the average 
woman to emulate. Her brand is more nebulous and may be shallower 
than Vergara’s in this respect. 
While these women are not perfect examples of active figures 
within a complicated era, the problems with their images may be slowly 
altered in upcoming iterations of the bombshell figure. I hope the next 
stars with the looks of the bombshell will have the brains of a feminist 




to broad populations without resorting to blatant advertisement. While 
there are a few existing celebrity icons representing different classes, 
races, and sexualities which women can identify with, these celebrities 
remain sidelined figures of “otherness.” They could become the ideal 
figures of emulation in our society and could replace conventional 
understanding of “beautiful” women with authentic personas and 
attainable standards of glamour and success. Maybe the answer isn’t a 
shift in the bombshell’s own purpose, but a paradigm shift in how we 
define the ideal woman. It is time for a new, modern day bombshell that 
finishes the work these women started, disrupts the status quo, and 
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